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In Our tooth N ear

MSU Included In Rate Hike

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Most
students at Kentucky's public universities will be paying more next year to
attend school.
The Council on Higher Education
Wednesday approved increased tuitions at the state-supported universities, including a huge increase for
new out-of-state students attending professional schools.
The tuition increases, the first since
1977, will become effective with the fall
semester and were based on the
average tuitions at so-called benchmark schools in otherstates.
"We are not pleased to have to
recommend an increase in the charges
to students attending institutions of
higher education in Kentucky," said
Harry Snyder, executive director of the
council.
However, Snyder said Kentucky was
falling seriously behind the median tuitions at the benchmark schools, which
the council had agreed to use as a basis
for determining tuition rates.
Benchmark schools are ones of
similar size and programs.-Four different sets of benchmarks are used for
community colleges, regional universities, the University of Louisville and
the University of Kentucky.

will increase by $75 per semester.
Tuition for graduate students will go
up $12 a semester for Kentuckians at
the regional schools and $50 for those at
UK and U of L. Non-residents will pay
$100 a semester more at the regional
schools and UK.
The'council approved a new master
of science degree in the administration
of justice for U of L, but delayed action
on a U of L request for a new doctoral
program in education.
The council agreed to take the issue
up at a special meeting March 10 after
several members questioned the need
(Or the new degree program which
dtmlicates-a-program at UK and said
they had not had time to sufficiently
study the request.
U of L. President James Miller said
the program would specialize in problems with urban schools and would
provide the local school system with
better trained school administrators. .

Kentucky undergraduates at the
state's regional universities — Eastern
Kentucky, Western Kentucky,
Morehead, Murray, Northern Kentucky
and Kentucky State— will pay $30 more
per semester next year.
Resident undergraduates at U of L
and UK will pay $50 more per semester,
while non-residents at UK will pay $100
more. Tuition for non-resident
undergraduates at the regional schools
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Cloudy becoming windy and
today.
colder
turning
Temperatures in the mid 40s to
low 50s this morning but falling
during the late morning and
afternoon. Windy and much colder with a few snow flurries
tonight. Low 12 to 18 above. Party sunny breezy and much colder
with i 1esiiflAre8FNy.
High upper 20slo low Ws.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
Lake Barkley
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ISSUES TOUGH THIS SESSION — Sen.-William Sullivan,(left) D-Henderson,
and Sen. Richard Weisenberger, D-Mavfield . discuss one of the difficult
issues facing the 1980 General Assembly. The Senate has already filed
almost 200 bills -for members fs5 co-nsider. Rerchifs-,- Weisenberger- was
reappointed to his position as chairman of the Senate committee on Counties and Special Districts. Sullivan was appointed chairman of the Senate
committee on Public Utilities and Transportation. Weisenberger is also a
member of the Senate committee on Banking and Insurance and is vicechairman of judiciary-Courts. Sullivan is a member of the Senate committees on Counties and Special Districts, and Judiciary-Courts.

Calloway Ma acturing Co., a firm
which has mantifactured blue jeans at
111 East Poplar St. for two and one-half
years, has filed a bankruptcy claim in
U.S,District Court in Paducah.
Donald Muir of Paducah,attorney for
the company which has been plagued
with financial problems since
December, said the bankruptcy is a
result of "some bad breaks on contracts."
The cancellation of contracts caused
a "cash flow" problem for the company
which resulted in its 120 employees filing criminal charges against it for...
failure to pay them since Dec. 14. Those
charges will be heard in a jury trial in
Calloway County District Court on Friday, March 7.
Four civil lawsuits also are pending
against the company. They include one
filed by former employees seeking $1.2
million in damages, one by Hoyt and
Opal Roberts seeking $2,666 for rent on
the building and grounds, one by the ci-

ty of Murray seeking $2,641 for utility
bills of December and January, and one
by the Bank of Murray for $53,819 remaining on a note.
The plant closed Jan. 4. Officials said
then it would reopen when the cash problem could be resolved. It has remained closed.
Muir said the contracts with several
major buyers were cancelled because
the buyers claimed Calloway's
workmanship was defective.
He said the decision to file for
bankruptcy now is an effort Ca'.see
employ_ees_ are paid. Filed 'within a
legal deadline, the -61.iiiiiinakeS the
employeesthe priority creditors above
claims made by other creditors, he
said.
Clark Hicks, president of the firm,
and William B. Cappock, the firm's
secretary-treasurer, reported in the
bankruptcy claim their assets are
$145,113.15, while their liabilities are
$507,876.91.

Public Has Chance To Comment
On USDA Conservation Programs Jackson Takes Lead
In 'Glass Menagerie

Should agricultural producers be re__quired to apply soil and water con-Theincreasesailgfrin
. '-getWeRifiTeredfOfeeron friiratEFOVATettifortirefeshional- -'tand--•-thlt be-Mit—the nation-4f • Cow-)115b a'--stitiester,
students and up to $715 a year for nonservation objectives? Or,should the Use .
residents now enrolled in medical
of conservation measures continue to
schools.
be voluntary?
However, out-of-state students who
Who would pay for expensive coninitially enroll in the -state's law;
Served-OW measures that provide few
medical or dental schools next year will
immediate benefits to the producer but
have to pay substantially more than the
have great benefits to the public, such
current tuitions.
as improved water quality, cleaner air,
Council member Jackson White of
or reduced sedimentation to streams
Lexington, who sponsored the increase,
and reservoirs?
conceded it was designed to discourage
These are some issues that have been
out-of-state students.
reviewed during a series of public
"Maybe we can discourage a few
meetings called by the U. S. Tiepartmore from ,coming and put Kentucky
ment of Agriculture to give the public a
students in those spots," White said.
chance to help shape the future of
The tuition for newly enrolling nonUSDA conservation programs.
resident students beginning next fall
4 public meeting will be held at 7
will be go from $1,980 to $2,600 a year in
p.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center to review the
law, from $2,985 to $4,000 a year in
Resources Conservation Act's apmedicine and from $2,985 to $3,400 a
praisal and the proposed alternative
year in denistry.
strategies for future conservation proThe increases were greater than
grams.
recommended by the. council's staff.
Non-resident students currently enrolled in the state's professional schools
will pay $2,400 a year in law, P,700 in
medicine and $3,300 in dentistry.
The move did not affect the UK pharmacy school, where both resident and
non-residents will pay $165 more.
The only students not affected by the
increases will be those at the University
of Kentucky community colleges and
non-Kentuckians at the University of
Louisville.
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These strategies are:
quality; conserving water; improving
fish and wildlife habitat, including the*A redirection ó national
con„
4en,a
iseeservatien oL-wetlansts-from.destrue
.
ton by -agriculture and other means+
-Cross compliance, that would rereducing upstream flood damages;
quire -producers to use effective conconserving energy; and solving related'
servation measures to participate in
resource problems.
any USDA program.
All pertinent information about the
*A regional resource project approach to solve high priority con- - act and proposed USDA conservation
programs are available for examinaservation problems.
tion at the Agricultural Stabilization
*State leadership in developing and
and Conservation Service and the U.S.
carrying out conservation prograrris.
Soil Conservation Service offices at Bel
*Regulatory emphasis at the local,
Air Shopping Ceilter, Murray.
state, and national level in solving conThe Department needs the public
servation problems.
help in deciding which of the proposed
*Conservation'bonuses for those who
strategies, or combinations of them,
voluntarily use effective conservation
should become the Nation's future soil
measures.
and water conservation program.
*Natural resource contract's that pay
Interested persons are being invited
producers who reduce erosion, save
to submit written comments directly to
water, or perform other outputs of conthe USDA Response Analysis Center,P.
servation work.
0.Box 888, Athens, Georgia. The 60-day
Also, under review are several nareview period started on January 28;
tional objectives set by the Department
1978. Replies must be postmarked no
for reducing erosion and preserving
later than March 28, 1980, to be conprime farmlands; improving water
sidered.

Guerrillas Hold U.S. Ambassador
59 Others Hostage In Colombia
By TOM WELLS
guerrilla tactics. He met with the guerAssociated Press Writer
rillas in the embassy for nearly- two
BOGOTA, Colombia ( AP) — Leftist
hours, then went to President Julio
guerrillas holding the U.S. ambassador
Cesar Turbay's palace to discuss their
to Colombia and 59 other hostages in the
demands.
Dominican Embassy gave the ColomTwenty-six men and four women
bian government until 10 p.m. to meet
dressed in athletic togs burst into the
their demands for $50 million and the_
release of more than 300 political
prisoners.
There was no indication whether the
government would comply, but it was
negotiating.
The hostages included the papal nuncio to Colombia and 14 other ambassadors or acting ambassadors plus
By GLENN RITT
several Colombian diplomats. They
Associated Press Writer
were attending a diplomatic reception
WASHINGTON
( AP
when 30 members of the M-19 guerrilla
Homebuyers, beginning today, will
organization invaded the embassy
have to pay up to a record 13 percent inabout noon Wednesday.
terest for government-backed morThe guerrillas said one of their men
tgages. It's the second increase in less
was killed and the Paraguayan amthan three weeks.
bassador and another unidentified perActing simultaneously, the Veterans
were wounded. The government
Administration and the Federal Houssaid three policemen were also wounding Administration on Wednesday ined.
creased the maximum interest rate
"We are prepared for victory or
they charge on home mortgages by 1
death," the leader of the guerrillas,
percent.
"Conunandante Numero Uno," told a
Meanwhile, the government temreporter. "We are demanding that the
porarily put a lid of 12 percent on the ingovernment meet certain conditions if
terest earned on 2 -year savings- cerit wishes to save the lives of important
tificates bought in March — despite a
diplomats. If there is no agreement,
formula providing for interest of up to
everyone will leave here as corpses."
13.5 percent.
However, he refused to say what
Wednesday's announcements, which
would happen if the government did not
came within three hours of each other,
meet his deadline.
represent additional reactions to the
"This is a supposition and we are not
Federal Reserve Board's tight-money
dealing with suppositions," he said. But
policies, aimed at Cooling inflation.
he added that they had pistols, rifles,
The VA-FHA action follows a Feb. 11
grenades, bombs and abundant amboost from 11.5 percent to 12 percent for
munition.
single-family mortgages and from 11
"The situation here is calm," U.S.
percent to 12 percent for multi-family
Ambassador Diego S. Asencio told a
mortgages. •
reporter by' telephone Wednesday
Interest rates were also increased for
night-"They.are treating ua well.and
mobile-bante loanajmn114.5.9erccr4
-weara_ awaiting Ile-arrival of a_ _ /5.54ieraent*forsnobilalioniesnelOplitwa sppip449q.. çi this _
.
_ percent
_
_
• and
....„in. 15
government."
for properly_ ir2provements, from 14
The government sent one negotiator,
percent to 15.5 percent.
Tormer Foreign Minister Alfredo Vas."With the prevailing mortgage rates
quez, a critic of the government's antiand the recent action of the Federal

embassy with guns blazing during a
reception on the Dominican Republic's
independence day. Bodyguards of the
ambassadors, some inside the two:
story and some outside, returned the
fire, but the invaders succeeded in taking over the building.

Homebuyers To Pay 13
Percent Mortgage Interest
Reserve Board, we had no alternative,"
said Moon Landrieu,secretary of Housing and Urban Development.
The Federal Reserve increased its
lending rate to member banks from 12
percent to 13 percent, forcing banks to
boost the rates charged their customers
to levels sometimes exceeding 16 percent.
Last May, government-backed mortgage rates were at 10 percent — at that
time a record.
At 10 percent, a homeowner would
pay $355.42 a month to carry a $40,500,
30-year mortgage,says Thomas Parliament, an economist at the U.S. League
of Savings Associations.
The same mortgage at today's 13 percent rate would•cost $448.01, or an additional $92 a month,he said.
Despite this extra burden, Landrieu
called the interest rate increase
"necessary" to keep the FHA and VA
housing market alive.
Many home-sellers are unwilling to
do business with buyers who qualify for
VA and FHA mortgages, he said. That's
because sellers must pay up to 15 points
on such mortgages.
A point equals 1 percent of the mortgage amount. Points are one-time
..premijims imposed by commercial
hariarain aliagutit_liaLi_i they t_Li' dun lbgar by lendirw..gioney at tie fiTvii:
government-backed-rates.
Even ar13 percent, VA and FHA interest rates are about 1 percentage
point under'conventional mortgages.

• —PattrJackson,a Clinton freshman at
human but still she is excited —
Murray State University,steps onto the
women are women on the inside."
MSU stage for the first time this week
"My relationship with Cindy Wyatt
— and she's taking a big step as she has
( Benton), who plays my mother, Amanthe lead in "The Glass Menagerie,"
da Wingfield, has moved swiftly into
which opens Thursday -night in the
what we want to portray. And my
University Theatre of the Price Doyle
scents with Mike Fischer (Jonesboro,
Fine Arts Center.
Ark.) who is cast as my brother, Tom
Miss Jackson portrays Laura in TenWingfield, are particularly satisfying
nessee Williams' classic play consince those are the only times he
trasting the reality of life and its illudisplays sentiment and sensitivity in
sions. Laura is a teenaged girl who sufthe play."
fers from a modest physical handicap,
Acting is always hard work, but -The
as well as an emotional insecurity proGlass Menagerie" is an exceptionally
mpted by her fatherless home, and
exhausting play because every scene is
overly protective and domineering
an emotional one.
mother, whose life is spent in the past,
"My whole life is centered around the
and an impassioned, embittered, impastage right now," said Miss Jackson,
tient brother whose life is directed to
who is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. R.
the future.
M.Jackson of Clinton.
Acting seems to have come naturally
That's particularly appropriate since
to Miss Jackson, partly because in
Laura Wingfield's life is center stage in
"The Glass Menagerie" she is portray"The Glass Menagerie," which plays
ing the role of an attractive young girl,
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. Curwhich she is, and partly because she
tain time is 8 p.m. on each date.
has been familiar with the play for
severalyears.
"I read the play in high school," she
said, "and the part of Laura left an impteSiion on me. When I went to
'Menagerie' tryouts with a friend and
watched everyone else reading for
The Murray High School Tiger Band
parts,I just got into it."
will conduct a fund-raising campaign
Got into it, she did, because thernorning after she read for a part, she was
beginning today to finance the band's
upcoming trip to Knoxville, Tenn., to
posted on Dr. Mark Malinauskas' cast
participate in the National Band
list for the part of Laura.
Association Convention marching ex- Williams' Laura is a fragile young
hibition on June 7.
lady who,ironically, is the realist in the
Band members will be calling on
play. Despite her affection for and athomes and taking orders for Designer
tention tdlier menagerie,she has learnCollection kitchen products which ined that there is more to life than going
-elude vinyl placemats and coasters,
to the ball or the market or to school —
cloth napkins, color-coordinated
that she is capable of hurting for people
candles and acrylic hot pads. Also inshe loves, something her brother and
cluded will be a unique, cookbook to
mother apparently are not.
enable one to create recipes and a ,
"That's not to say that Laura isn't a
selection of notepads.
dreamer," said Miss Jackson of her
role."Laura can be romantic. When the
James Light, band director, said,
"This is an excellent opportunity for
gentleman caller, Jim O'Connor ( Denseitizens of the community to show their
nis Webb, LaCenter) arrives, Laura
realizes a dream that all young girls
support of the band by placing orders
have. She sees that her 'caller' is just
for useful kitchen products."

MHS Tiger Bond
Will Conduct
Fund-Raising Drive

-IMMO 41:0494AISINEr:BRIVE---Mawaty--HiskItheel-band,field-ciww—i-F":21't

nf the. h.ns4'.

rl.:. au • „

Eli Alexander, assistant superintendent of the Murray,City Schools. The
drive will help finance the band's June trip to Knoxville, Tenn., for the
National Band Association Convention.
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Happenings In Community
Thursday. Feb. ZS
-Last film in a series will be
shown at i p.m. at the Mason
Hall Nursing building
Auditorium, Murray State
University. The film is entitled "Truth and History."

ThiatF.day.
Recreational Show
is
scheduled -from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center

Ladies Night for the Knights
Dr. Odin W. Anderson,
of Columbus will be at 6:30
Chicago, Ill., will lecture at
p.m. at Gleason Hall,St. Leo's
7:30 p.m. in the Special
Catholic Church.
Education Building, Murray
State University. His topic will
A new support group to deal
be "Help for the Vulnerable
Elderly." This is free and with S. I. D's, sudden infant
, death syndrome, will meet at
open to the public.
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
Senior Clarinet Recital by County Health Center, North
, Paducah, will be._. Seventh and Olive Streets,
sey,
--p.nt- at the- Farrell _Murray. Fr information call
Recital Hall, Fine Arts 753-3381 or 753-3345.
Center, Murray State UniverWranglers Riding Club is
sity. This is free and open to
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the public.
.. the Calloway County Court
Senior Viola Recital by House.
Karen Barnett is scheduled at
American
Disabled
7 p.m. at the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Mur- Veterans and Auxiliary are
ray State Univerity. This is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Legion Hall, South Sixth
free and open to the public.
and Maple Streets.
First production of "The
Glass Menagerie", will be
Kiwanis Club will meet at
presented by Murray State the Sirloin Stockade
at 6 p.m.
University Theatre at 8 p.m.
with tickets at $3 each.
Zeta Department of Murray
' Wciman's Cluti will ifot fneef
this month.
Ends Tonne* 705,9:20
Midnight Exposit(in
Stools f01101111TOW
Murray State University
Racers will be playing in the
Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Tournament at
Western, Bowling Green.
Inds Tonne* 7 15,913
Samingor Hunt(PG)
gii ii
2 Acsidony Horns.
Actor-Scrum*,
NV)

Al.
11/OaALL PA(.41 Nt)

Friday, Feb.2*
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 744N29
by 9 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopping.

SaturdaY.March 1
boa Mop* koseits•
Cb
Dancing and Bon Voyage
Party for four Parents
Without Partners members
New books at Calloway diagnostic
tests that Dr. Cohn
will be at 8 p.m. at Excetra, County Public
Library include describes, parents
Paducah.
can
the following:
determine exactly what the
'THE BRETHREN, by Bob students, problems
Activities for Hazel Senior
are and
Willing Workers Sunday Woodward.Simon
& Schuster. offer corrective exercises
Citizens are scheduled from 10
.
School Class of Grace Baptist
In
Washingt
on on most
atn.. to 2 p.m, at the .Hazel
QUEST FOR niE BEST, by
Church will meet at the home Friday afternoon
s, nine men Stanley Marcus. Viking.
Community Center with lunch of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Key, gather together in
a private
to be served at 11:45 a.m.
For more than fifty years,
205 North 10th Street.
room to decide some of the Stanley
Marcus has worked
nation's most important for and
Meals for the Nutrition Proguided the course of
Recreational Show of disputes.
A detailed behind- the Neiman-Marcus
gram for the Elderly will be campers,
stores.
etc., is scheduled the-scenes account of
the This is a gossipy and subserved at 12 noon at the from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. at the Supreme Court in
action, jective account of the greats
Douglas Center.
West Kentucky Livestock and including decision
making on (and ncA so greats) of retailing
Exposition Center.
such scandals as Watergate. with an insider's
Recreational Show is
view of such
NO SECOND WIND, by A. names as
scheduled to be held from 9
Gucci, Pucci, Saks,
Third night of "The Glass B. Guthrie, Jr.
Houghton.
a.m. to 9 p.m. at the West KenTiffany's and more.
Menagerie" will be presented
The temperature in Midtucky Livestock and ExposiTHE
LAST
ENat 8 p.m. at the Murray State bury, Montana, is hovering
tion Center.
at CHANTMENT, by Mary
University Theatre with $3 be- 40 below, wolves are
howling, Stewart. Morrow.
and the town is smoldering
Second night of "The Glass ing the cost of a ticket.
Peopled by princes and
with a strip-mining debate soldiers,
Menagerie" will be presented
grave-robbers and
Square and round dancing that has the populatio
at the Murray State Universin in an goldsmiths, innkeepers
and
will be held at the Woodmen of uproar. A sequel to
ty Theatre at 8 p.m. with
two earlier peasants and witches,
in a
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
works,
Guthrie
has tapped the landscape where
ticktfts being $3per persoic--each forest,
main artery of a small town in lake
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
and hill is charged with
this
new
novel.
Audubon wildlife fifm.,. meet at 8 p.m.
the
spirits
of
at Carinan
older
NEEDLEPOINT DESIGNS mytholog
"Superior-Land ,of the Pavillion, College
ies, the author
Farm Road. FOR CHAIR
COVERS,
Woodland Drummer" with This is a support
by continues to tell the story of
group for Judith Gross.
Van Nostrand. Merlin, the enchanted
Thomas A. King, will be families and
.
friends of
The author presents thirty
shown at the Student Center alcoholics and for
information needlepoint chair
Auditorium, Murray State call 437-4229.
-cover
designs by blending the old
University, at 7 p.m. This is
with the new emphasizing a
free and open to the public. .
- • - Sunday, Mareh 2
•
great'variety-or color.
'
Bailey
Barnett will be
Saturday, March 1
OVERCOMING SHYNESS,
honored a surprise 75th birthby Barbara Powell. McGraw.
Open house in honor of the
day party at the home of Mr.
The contents of this book
100th birthday of Annie Willis and
Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett
contain actual scripts for a full
will be held from 2 to 4 p.m. at from
2 to 4 p.m. All friends and range
of social encounters
Fern Terrace Lodge. All relatives
are invited. The from home,
school, office, and
friends and relatives are.infamily requests that guests
parties for the person who is
vited.
not bring gifts.
shy.
HELPING YOUR TEENFinal day of the Recrea- AGE
STUDENT, by Marvin
tional Show is scheduled at the Cohn.
Dutton.
West Kentucky Livestock and
Through a variety of
' Exposition Center.

Inflation
Fighter

9
94
MOV

SPE
EXTRA CIAL
For Spring Break
AU
Jeans
204
0

IE

SALE

Spanish Luncheon b. field
By EIII1 Grove
llere-• ,-

Off

EXTRA One Rack $18.00
EXTRA I
SPECIAL)

eans $1200
Shorts 20%off..
The Cherry

Branch

Chestnut Street

CI•ierrys
Court Square

21 Piece
Shrimp
Dinner
onLy $375
thrt April 6 1980
We give you 21 plump, tender
Gulf shrimp, lightly breaded and
fried to a crispy golden brown.
And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French
fries, fresh cole slaw and a hot
roll. All for a very special price
for a limited time only.
()ffer expires April 6 1980

One of Jerry's
Best...For less.

Jellit
- kr5
RESTAURANTS
South 12th St.

LIBRARY NOTES

A Spanish luncheon was
held by the Baptist Women of
the Elm Grove -Church on
Tuesday, Feb. 12, at the
church with the pastor, the
Rev. Calvin Wilkins, and the
church Brotherhood director,
Eddie Carmichael, as guests.
Hostess for the luncheon
was Jimmie Lee Carmichael
who also led the study on
"What Did You Say-Mean?"
Mrs. Carmichael was
assisted in the program
presentation
by Electa
Fulkerson, Letha Cossey, Bobbie Burkeen, June Crider.

Wed. & Thurs.
Nites

Tennessee • Outland, and
Lavine Carter. The • closing
prayer was by Mildred Cook.
Also present were Mable
Blalock, Opal Hale, Zella
Futrell and Mildred Georin;
The women recently met
znd quilted quilts to be given
J families who had lost their
homes by fire.

ONLY
Wolk wok. the Incrirabl•
•ap•Oortc• DI

Dray may.,

e
lle444
1

Bailey Barnett To Be
Feted, 75th Birthday
Bailey Barnett will be the
honoree at a surprise 75th birthday party to be held Sunday,
March 2, at the home of his
son,Toy Lee Barnett and Mrs.
Barnett, Highway 121 South.
The hosts and hostesses for
the party will be Mr. and Mrs.
Toy Lee Barnett, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Prescott, Mr. and
Mrs. Kip Dyer, Mr, and Mrs.
Gary Jones, and Steven
Barnett.
All friends and relatives are
invited to call at the Barnett

home to visit with Mr. Barnett
on his 75th birthday. Due to his
failing eyesight, Mr. Barnett
is unable to read the
newspaper and the family has
requested that it be a surprise.
They also request that guests
ngugoifwtsa.y man,
not 1:ierica
a retired
farmer and gravel hauler, will
be 75 on March 1. He and his
wife,the former Bertha Crass,
reside on Highway 121 South
near the home of a son, Toy
Lee Barnett.

FERN TERRACE LODGE
In STADIUM VISM DIM,
.
• • ITTIOIMA

•IV•••T

SIIAITUCIT

AD"!

We are all getting over our colds and the "bug" at
Fern Terrace and all of us are beginning to feel a lot
better. For a few weeks the residents and staff were
all feeling kind of rough.
Everyone had a nice Valentine's Day and we thank
all of those who brought Valentine's for the
residents.
We are now preparing to help Mrs. Annie Willis
celebrate her I-00th birthdaton March 1st. We will
have "Open House" for her that day from 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. %A e want all her friends to come by and wish
her a Happy Birthday and enjoy cake and punch
with her. Even if you don't know Mrs. Willis we
would still like to extend an invitation for all of you
to come by and say Hello to her.
We want to wish a Happy Feb. Birthday to the
following people, Lois Williams, Winnie O'Leary,
Lowell Copeland, Marvin Smith, Loyd Tucker and
Anna Hopkins.
We wanhto welcomAo cast family, Mr. Connie
West and Mr. Norbert Shepard. We are happy to
have both of these glintlemen with us. We are also
happy to have Miss Patty Sparks with us on our
staff. Patty is doing her student placement in her
field of social work at Fern Terrace. She is doing an
eidient jakr-suetitevesidentsare very fond of-her,.
retie gentleman at Fern Terrace got a popcorn
popper for Christmas and he sure is getting the staff
"fatter" each day. Glyco fixes popcorn nearly
everyday and even if we all know we are going to
put on more calories we can't refuse.
That's all the news for now.
Please remember Mrs. Willis' birthday and
remember if you want a good home call me, Laverne Tapp, adm. or Mrs. West about information
about the home. Call 753-7109.

Sale Starts 2-29
thru 3-7

INIrs. La Follette

WW1

Presents Program

EIS

At Circle \feeling

ti

Irma La- Follette led the
_stu4;!The Lifedkvoie,! a
Prayer dnd Self Denial program, at the February
meeting of the Alice Waters
Circle of the First United
Methodist Church Women
held at the La Follette home.
Assisting Mrs. La Follettee
in the prorgram were Ruth
Moffett, Thelma Stockton, Iva
Alford, Sarah Mayfield and.
Maybelle Byers.
Anna Stahler played hymns
on the piano at intervals while
the group sang. An .offering
was taken at the conclusion of
the lesson.
The chairman, Euva Alexander, presided. Members
were urged to subscribe to
Response and New World
Outlook magazines.
A report was given from the
UMW Executive Board
meeting in which they recommended a portion of the
bazaar money be used to buy
play equipm-efit—Toe.- 'the
"....Mothers Day Out program.
The circle voted to support the
board recommendation.
Eleven members and two
guests were present.
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St. Patric'
k s DaN
Menu To Feature
Corned Beef Dish
It just wouldn't be St. Pat
rick's Day without shamrocks,
the wearin' o' the green and a
corned beef dinner. This year,
all eyes will smile when the
corned beef is served with a
mustard glaze. After the beef
has cooked to tenderness atop
the range, it is briefly baked in
the oven with a brown sugar,
mustard and crushed pepper
corn topping.
-* Corned-beef ismatie4rom a •

fresh beef brisket that has beenr
p•fir.„1
hiripp. Panlainc tha
National Live Stock and Meat
Board. Although this is a less
tender cut,it comes to the table
tender and delicious when
leisurely cooked in liquid.

ONLY

ONLY
Glidden BEST Latex
Semi-Gloss Enamel

• Beautiful flat frpish
• Scrubs clean stays COIColagt
• Easy water clean up

• Resists dirt,
grease. moisture
• Applies easily, dries
quickly
• Easy water clean up

Carlos
--

ailouvr,
21 ton

Gallon

Reg. $12.99
Glidden FAMOUS
Latex Flat Wail Paint

Gal.
Reg.
$1 5.99

10.1ack!s Decorating CenterI "S"...
. ;Jivers
Open Mon.-Fri. liii 6, Sat. $-12

So. 4th St.

*Floor Covering *Picture Frames *Walt Covering *Custom
'
Drapes *Rods *Bedspreads
*Sign Point *Drywall Mud

753-0839
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THE ACES'

!RA

G. CORN, JR
%ORIN-

"Genius Is patience
George de Buffon

2-28-A

•6
•A Q7
•A Q 7 3 2
•KJ75

East must be pactent in
his defense of today's challenging game. If he grabs an
-EAST
WEST
ace in fear of losing it, •J 8 5
•A 10 7 3
declarer makes his game. If •5 4 2
V 86
he ducks his ace bravely, he •J 6
•K 10 9 4
•A Q 6
will not only score it later, •1098 42
he will earn a bonus as well.
SOL'TH
•KQ942
West leads a trump
K J 1093
because of what the bidding
•8 5
tells him. Obviously. South
3
has length in both majors
Vulnerable: None Dealer
and it is probable that
declarer • will need some North The bidding•
North East —Usti Viist
spade ruffs in dummy.
1•
1•
Pass
Pass
Declarer wins the trump
+
Pass
2V
Pass
„lead in dummy and plays 2 NT
Pass
Pass
3V
Pass
Pass
Pass
dummy's singleton spade. 4
Opening lead Deuce of
Should East take his ace in
fear of ling it or should he hearts
duck and await develop- spade along with it and
ments?
declarer fails to make the
If East takes his ace rilte.• game.
. declarer's problems .are - It's not always smart- toover; Regardless of what take an ace wheri..a singleEast leads, declarer will ton is led. One must
manage one spade ruff in
declarer's plan and be
dummy and the defense will prepared to duck when he
be held to one spade. a dia- thinks it's necessary.
mond and a club.
Bid with corn
What happens if East
ducks the spade ace? South
wins the king, but now he's South holds 2-28-13 •
tra_ppeit If he ruffs a low
•A 10 7 3
•86
spade immediately, there
•K 1094
will be no quick way back to
AQ
his hand: so declarer will East •
South
either lead a club or try the 1•
diamond finesse with either
ANSWER: Pass_ A takeout
play destined to fail.
double promises support for
Trying'' diamonds, unbid suits, especially the
dummy's queen goes to majors An overcall of one
East's king and East shoots spade is a possibility, howevback a second trump. er, overcalls on four card
'Declarer wins and ruffs a suits can be asiskY business
small spade. but declarer's
Send bridge questions to The Aees
hopes are gone.
I'0 Box 12353 Dallas Texas 75225
East not only gets his ace with sell addressed stamped envelope
of spades, he gets another for Teri

ANNOUNCEMENT
Dr. Joseph H. Rexroat
Announces The Relocation
Of His Office
For The Practice Of Dentistry
at

1210 Johnson Blvd.
Phone 753-9201

JIMMY
VELVET
-4

with ELVIS PRESLEY'S "Over The
Road" Museum - featuring 100
Items of Elvis' Personal Momentos
- will be on exhibition ABSOLUTELY
FREE -- at MARKET 414 'FURNITURE, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 29th
FROM 10 A.M. TIL 9 P.M.

Don't Miss It—
Absolutely Free!

Market 414
Furniture
Paris, Tenn.

Mr.and Mrs. Fred L Bailey
of 813 N. 19th Street, Murray,
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on Feb. 22. They
were married in Belleville,
Illinois, in 1930.
Mrs. Bailey is the former
Mabel Ashley, daughter of the
late Frank and Savannah Ann
Ashley of Hickman County,
Kentucky. Mr. Bailey is the
son tithe late Barth and Sarah
Frances Bailey of Calloway
County, Kentucky. He is
retired from Murray State
University.
Mrs. R. B. Barton and Mrs.
A. C. La Follette honored the
couple with a 50 wedding
anniversary party Liirs. La
Follette's home at IN N. 30th
street on Friday,Feb.72,from
2:30 to 5 p.m. Relatives and
neighborhood friends were
invited guests and showeredthem with appropriate gifts.
A decorated cake and tea
dad coffee were served by
Mrs. Barton and Mrs. La
Follette from the refreshment
table centered with a potted
plant of golden slipper
chrysanthemums. A guest
book was kept by Mrs. Virgil
White, sister of Mrs. Bailey.
Following church services
Sunday morning, Feb. 24, Mr.
and Mrs. Bailey were honored
again by the The First
Assembly of God church of
which they are charter
members. The church was
decorated with pots of gold
and bronze mums and other
gold floral arrangemeftts,
gifts to the Baileys; An early

picture of the coupleframed in
ruffled lace was featured.
Miss Vicki Hatil.sey kept the
guest book.
The refreshment table
covered with a white cloth was
festooned with golden loops
which were accented with
white wedding bells. An
arrangement of yellow roses,
daisies, and baby's breath
centered the table from which
a decorated white cake was
cut by 'Mrs. Winsor Tripp for

Parents Without Partners
Chapter Plans Activities
• Special activities have been
planned for the month Of
March by the Greater
Paducah Chapter of Parents
Without Partners, according
to Joyce Price, PWP Editor,
Mayfield, phone 2474599.
On Saturday, March 1, a
dancing and bon voyage party
for four PWP members will be
at8 p.m.at Excetra,Paducah.
The board and planning
meeting will be,at the home of
Mae. Halley, Hickory, at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday,March 4.
On Thursday, March 6, the
Solo Group will meet at the
Immanuel Baptist Church,
3465 Buckner Lane,Paducah.
The general meeting will be

heid -Friday, March 7, at 8
p.m. at the Southside Kiwanis,
1604 South Sixth Street,
Paducah:An educational program is being planned.
A special event on Saturday,
March 8, will be the Mystery
Party.the group will meet at8
p.m. in the parking lot of the
Avondale Postoffice, 2927
Broadway (adjacent to the lot
where the old American
Legion Was formerly located),
Paducah. A map with instructions will be issued and
each one must be there before
8:15 p.m. or will be unable to
attend the party. The dress
will be casual and each should
bring a snack type food.

Oak Grove Baptist Women
Plan Prayer Week Events
The Baptist Women of the
Oak Grove Church will
observe the Week of Prayer
for Home Missions with
meetings to be held Monday,
March 3,at 7 p.m. at the home
of Pauline Story, and on
Wednesday, March 5,at 7 p.m.
at the church with the Rev.
Joe Bagwell_ _teaching the
lesson.
. "We Cannot Keep' From
Telling" will be the theme of
the special programs to be
presented. All members and
interested persons are invited
to attend.
The Feb. 25th meeting of the
Baptist Women was held at
the home of Opal Smotherman
with Delpha Taylor presiding.
Members brought lap
spreads they had made to be
given to the patients at the
Westview Nursing Home.
The Bible study was on "The
Servant: We Have To Tell"
OVEN MEALS
Plan oven meals for which
the main dish, vegetable and
dessert are all baked in the
oven at the same temperature
or use the same temperature
for different lengths of time.
Or select some menu items
that can be added to the oven
to handle the problem of
different cooking times.

with Sara Batiiell giving the
call to prayer, Delpha Taylor
reading the prayer calendar,
and Freda HilmPhreirs
leading in special prayer.
Mrs. Smothennan served
refreshments. Also present
were Pauline Story, Youlonda
Grooms and Eula McGehee.

Miss Gregory
Named, Honor
At Western
Charlotte Keane Gregory,
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. John
A. Gregory, Lynn Grove
Road, Murray Route 7, has
been honored at the third annual academic banquet held in
the Garrett Conference Cener
Ballroom, Western Kentucky
University,Bowling Green.
Miss Gregory was one of
more than 425 Western
students from Greek organizations who received certificates
for obtaining a 3.0 or above
'grade point average during
the 1979 spring and fall
semesters.
The banquet was sponsored
by the Inter-Fraternity Council and the Panhellenic
Association in conjunction
with the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs at Western.

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Nurnber To Call

F,

those asststnig attic3huatr
Brenda Turner, daughter of Hurt, Billy Paschall, Ralph
During the hours of 2 to 4
the Rev. and Mrs. Billy Morris, and Thurston Fur- p.m., 225 persons called or
Turner, was the honoree at a ches.
sent gifts. The Ruth Clas
tea shower held on Sunday,
Presiding at the register presented the honoree with a
Feb. 24, at the parsonage of was Mrs. Randy Walker. The Sunbeam chrome mixer as a
the Sinking Spring Baptist table was covered with a white wedding gift.
Church. Mr. and Mrs. Butkr linen cloth with•an eyelet rufADD PASTA
were married Dec. 21.
fle around the border. A long
Meat and cheese dishes can
The hostesse for the bridal stemmed red rose lay in the be stretched by the addition of
event were ni• ibers of the open register book.
enriched pasta. In some of as
Ruth Sunday S.tool Class of
Renata Collins assisted the fancy shapes pasta may cost a
the church, along with Mrs. honoree with the gifts.
little more, but it gives even
Randy(Jan)Walker.
Silk carnation corsages an ordinary dish a "companyFor the occasion the were presented to each of special" look.
---110114POO-ehase-to wear plain
floral skirt with a n • thing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Wouse and velveteen vt.. t. The
hostesses presented corsages
•
maof fed and white silk
•
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY SPECIAL
•
lions to the honoree, her
•
her
and
Turner,
mother, Mrs.
•
•
step grandmother, Mrs. J .nn•
ings Turner.

,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred I- Bailey

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

•

• Butler Is Honored
Mrs. Dennis
At Tea Shower Held, Parsonage,

Special 50th Anniversary
Events Held For Couple

-The lei table, overlaid with
an eggshell floor length satin
cloth, was centered with an ar-rangement of American Beauty silk roses flanked by
candles in brass holders.

Serving'the cake, decorated
the many church friends. with red roses, punch, nuts
Fruit Punch from a pedestal and mints were Mesdames
punch bowl was served by Jimmy Cooper, Bill Collins,
Sonny Lockhart, Howard
Mrs. Virgil White.

West Side

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
PLATTER
•
•
•
Reg.$3-38
•
•
'n SALAD BAR
• All You Can Eat SOUP
•
. Chicken Fried Steak with Country Gravy
•
• Baked Potato or French Fries
•
'
•
A thick slab of Stoc kade Toe.
•
•
IR
SIRLOIN SIIICKARL
•

$2.59

•
•
•

Our quality will keep you auniii back.
Bel-Air Center

1.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

smaitus
0

West Side
Court Square

Register for a $50
Gift Certificate to
be given away Friday
at 8:1-5 P.M':

Open Fridays
'til 8:30 P.M.
We at Bright's
appreciate our
customers. To express
that appreciation we are making Leap Year
Day a Savings Holiday for you by taking
15% off all regularly priced merchandise.
Come in and save on all of your Spring
fashion needs.

115%

off
all regularly priced merchandise

COATS*DRESSES*SUITS*SHOES
PANTS*BLOUSES*SWEATERS*SKIRTS
HANDBAGS*ACCESSORIP*JEWELRY
SHORTS*SWIMSUITS*SHIRTS

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

•
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Looking Back

Opinion Page
Business Mirror

By John Qumiff

Investors Have
Few Hiding Places
-

As inflation
NEW YORK AP)
devours assets, and high interest rates
make it impossib* to replace them,
fewer sound inve*nents can be fonnth
Many people, in fact, say they can find
none.
Eliminated from consideration are
most savings instruments. Relatively
riskless, to be sure, they also are very
unprofitable, providing returns ranging
downward from under 15 percent to 5.25
percent.
If inflation were 2 percent a year, an
;nvestor could eke out a tiny reward
before taxes. But the annualized inflation rate in January was 18 percent, a
rate that could grow appreciably in the
next few months.
Housing prices may have peaked for
the time being, frustrating the hopes of
thousands of investors. Simultaneously,
fuel bills on rental properties have put
pressure on operating profits.
Seeking returns greater than the inflation rate, millions of people have
returned to the stock market, theorizing that stocks - often 'kelling below
book value - have the potential to
move up sharply.
Some have. Low-priced over-thecounter stocks-those not listed on major exchanges- have sometimes risen
50 percent in a single day. And some oil
stocks have doubled in the past year or
so.
In turning to such investments,
.however, individuals usually incur
greater risk than in savings. Some•lowpriced stocks have fallen almost as
rAading
those who rode them.
The same.quest has forced people
who ordinarilly dealt only with banks to
buy metals, diamonds and .commodities. Again, the risk-reward ratio
prevails; what floated like • air
sometimes falls like lead.
Depending upon the investment, certain expenses must be subtracted from
the gains: brokerage fees, storage fees,
insurance, and inevitably, taxes. As a
result, net profit may barely resemble
gross.
In speaking with people you quickly
detect that hope is mixed with desperation, and that desperation shades into
despair. Helplessness, an unAmerican
trait, is conceded by President Carter.
Speaking to editors this week, Carter

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 28, the 59th
clay Of19801 There are 307days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 28, 1704, American colonists
in Deerfield, Mass., were attacked by
Indians. Those who survived the
massacre were forced to march to
Canada.
On this date:
In 1483, the Renaissance painter
Raphael was born in Urbino,Italy.
In 1808, French forces captured
Barcelona,Spain.
In 1933, a Nazi decree in Germany
suppressed civil liberties.
In 1974, the U.S. and Egypt reestablished diplomanlelations after a
seven-year break.
Ten years ago, a federal court in
Chicago ordered the Chicago Seven"
released on bail pending appeal of their
convictions in connection with the 1968
riots at the Democratic National Convention.
Five years ago, a London subway
train sped past its final stop and crashed into the end of the tunnel, killing 37
people.
Last year. :lane Byrne shocked
Chicago's once mighty Democratic
machine with an upset primary victory
over Mayor Michael Bilandic.
Today's birthdays: Republican
PresicVntial Candidate John B. Connally is 63. Chemist Linus Pauling is 79.
Thought for today: A cheerful friend
is ikt a sunny day, spreading
brightness all around. - Sir John
Lubock (1803-1865

Murray Ledger & Times

10 Years Ago

OPIN,

al

aid, it would be misleading for me to
tell any of you there is a solution to it."
We are casht, he said, -in cir-'
cumst.J
.1Vhich we have very
little control."
Many people dispute that view,
noting that even with energy prices
eliminated from the cpnsumer price index the nation still has double-digit inflation. Inflation, they maintain, is
_restrainable.
But, with the President confirming
their own feelings of inadequacy, investors don't feel so good these days.
They search for ways to preserve their
assets, but instead of security they find
greater risks.
With inflation and interest rates
stalking investors like an invading army, there are few places to hide. It is
pervasive, relentless and indiscriminate, and it is rushing ahead
almost unchecked.

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

20

A Letter In The Mail Mirrors
Some OfMurray's Early History

Mirrored in a letter I received the
Wrather Hall stands today.
other day is a picture of some of
This was in the very early 1920s, and
Murray's early history. It came from
about that time her father had a dairy
Mrs. Bella Gibbs Jenkins, who grew up
and delivered milk and cream to the
Because He bath appointed a dar,
in Murray and who now Ys a councelor
homes of Murray's residents. He drove
in OR hich He will judge the world
at Madisonville Community College. As
a dairy hack, she wrote, and "delivered
in righteyusness by that man whom
she reminisced she wrote about these
a pint of cream every morning to Mrs.
he bath o ained: Acts 17:31
things:
That
r,
Gray Swann for Billy to have on his
lesu. Chr,r Lod
onlv So
Her mother was JerSye Roark Gibbs
Are ou knosnn ot ,od
cereal."
throu
od
final ludge
and whose best friend in her teenage
le,to
Billy Swann was the father of Mary
Chnst?
years was Miss Johnnie Daniel, a sister
Warren Sanders, the wife of adorney
to Mrs. Tennie Daniel Wells, the wife of
Steve Sanders and who works at the
Dr. Rainey T. Wells. She has a picture
Bank of Murray. The Swann home was
of her mother with Miss Johnnie, who
the big, stately, old place on Main
died only a few years ago, taken about
Street wtkich recently was torn down
the time they were 21 years of age.
near Parker Ford to make room for a
--tierfathen---Jess Gibbs;-went -to-the - 13ark1Ng1titWells one-room schoolhouse, which was
-- located just west of town where Johnny
Mrs. Jenkins' mother worked during
Robertson Road crosses US.94. Among
sales and on special occasions as an
his classmates was Rainey T. Wells.
extra employee in the dry goods
+++
department on.the third floor at Hale's,
The Wells home, "Edgewood," was
presently the National Stores building
built the year she was born, and as a
on the north -side of the square and in
small girl she visited "Miss Tennie"
which the first elevator in Murray was
and "Dr. Rainey" there. The home is
installed. It was operated by 0. T. Hale
known as "Oakhurst" now and is the
and his son, Vernon, grandfather and
campus home of Murray State
father of Soda Hale, who works today in
President and Mrs. Constantine W.
the financial aid office at Murray State:
Curris.
Her late aunt, Dixie Dale Robinson,
Behind "Edgewood" at the time, she
was manager of the third floor at Hale's
writes, was a wooded area, and every
for many, many years, and Mrs.
year a band of gypsies would camp for
Jenkins recalls playing around, mostly
a few weeks among the trees where
in the doll and toy department at the
store, while her mother worked,
•-4-++4-++.4•4-41-4.44-++14-4.4-4-4,•++++4-+++++.4-4.444-44-#++++++-4-4-4-•
waiting "for my lunch 'treat' of cheese
and crackers and a soda pop."
-30'2
"At home, we never had such good
eating," she wrote, tongue in cheek.
"We only had ham, sausage, tenderloin, chicken, vegetables mother
had canned, pear and peach preserves,
homemade butter and milk, dried apple
Dorothy and Kerby Jobbing,
-tifWhiaekberef
eireittriff
Courted,IPS
them, and such as that. That's why
•-••-•-•+••••••+4-•-•-•-•-•444-4-444-•-•444-•-••••••••••-•-••-•-•-•-•+*;•-•-•
cheese and crackers were such a treat
for me!"
According to the story handed down through three generations,
+++
other contributors indicates the man was castrated soon after leaving
Dr. Wells and her father remained
the Childress' home, then forced to ride a bare-back mule three'
good friends through the years, and
miles to a huge tree where hc was hanged after other unspeakable
when the contract was let for the first
mutilative acts had been committed. After death the cadavar was
building at Murray State, now Wrather
removed and thrown in a draw. • The old tree was identified as

Bible Thought

GM A1F1FI'llI

The Story Of

Calloway County
By

the Hanging Tree for many years by neighbors.
Two weeks after Barnett was hanged, the band which was
credited with Barnetts death, returned arid hanged, in' otherwise
murdered Mrs. Barnett', her mother, and the homeplace burned. Their
bodies were sewed in burlap bags and thrown in Tennessee River
near the mouth of Blood River. About two weeks after the bodies
were thrown in the river they were found near Paducah where they
were presumed buried in a Potter's Field grave, unclaimed by any
relative

The five sons and daughters of the Barnetts found refuge in
homes'among relatives and the Futrell family, however some of the
children later left the state, among them was George W. Barnett Jr.,
who moved to Oklahoma, afraid to stay in the county. The father
had previously refused to heed an early warning to leave the county
and was reported as to have declared: 'This is my home and I am
not going to leave it."
A nephew of the lynched man, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cal
Barnett, was Attorney Napoleon Bonaparte Barnett, county attorney
in Calloway for several years early in this century, and capable
business man, acquiring and directing the financially successful
Coca-Cola bottling works at Owensboro, Ky. A grandmother of
Mrs. Swenson and daughter of the slain Barnetts, Mrs. Tom (Mary)
Stubblefield, lived in Dexter in 1942.
The date of the lynchings, 1870, purported to have appeared

(USPS 306-700
in the Murray Herald, is probably the correct date. However, the
Walter L Apperson
Publisher
Murray. Herald was published for only two years, 1888-1890, thus
Editor
R. Gene filleCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
a 20-year difference, which may be accounted for as the span of 20
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
years from the date of executions and appearance in the little newsMirray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky 43411. Second Clam Page Paid at
paper, however apparently authored by a member of'the grand jury
Murray,Ky.43971.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
investigating the crimes at the time of commission. It is not imcarners, 13.00 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway county ana to bunion, newprobable opei lynchings occurred during the Civil War in Callodin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.,and
way County when an estimated 37 civilians were killed in skirmishes
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn.. $22.91 per
year. By mall to other ttestMetions, $37.90 per
with guerrillas. With that number of civilian deaths, no doubt
year..
Member of itiansetated-Pr
t
z=-1--may guerrilla* were Silvana-illy executed by, neighborhoodporses
Asioclathin and Southerp
.
tn
revenseer Litesitvgal effort was- made-to prosecute or investigate ie AireolittedP
htelifillt:
C
;
...rapubtlith local news originated by
array.
committal over the Victirnes
unty during The 'tragic. years of tile
'Ledger & llmee as wiles all other AP news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Civil War when military law, or frontier law, reigned in the apparent
Business Office
7514914
Classified Advertising
absence of legal authority.
733-1916
Retail( Display Advertising .
. 731-1919
1948
I
Circulation
733-1916
•
News and Sports Dept
733-193

To Be Continiged

Specialist 4 Charles H. Buckner, son
.of Mrs. Frances Buckner, was
presented the Army Commendation
Medal for meritorious service while
serving in Vietnam. He is presently stationed at Fort Campbell.
Deaths reported include Larry
Retherford,67, and Sam Brewer,79.
Harold T. Hurt, 1970 Red Cross Fund
Campaign Chairman, revealed plans
for the drive and announced that Mrs.
James Boone will serve as publicity
chairman and Miss Jayne Scott as Red
Cross youth leader.
Named as winners of the Good
Citizenship Contest sponsored each
year by the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of_..the Daughters of the
American Revolution were .Elizabeth
Garrison, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Garrison, University School;
Rita Harris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Harris, Murray High; Jackie
Budzo, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Budzo,Calloway High.
Gary Wicker, Murray, presided at
the meeting of the West Kentucky
Horseman's Association held at North
Marshall Riding Club.

sindin• R. Jobs, aviation boatswain's

Hall, her father and her brother, Virgil,
who lives out in the county at Penny,
dug the basement with a scoop and a
team of horses.
Her father also was one of the many
Calloway Countians who contributed to
the $117,000 which was raised for the
construction of the building and which
led, eventually, to the college being
located in Murray.
He, too, dug the basement with scoop
and team for the Keys-Houston Clinic
on South 5th Street, where he uncovered
a leather bag of Indian head pennies,
some of which Mrs. Jenkins still has
and treasury.
•
_
-+-4-+
- --The -eccentricity --OT Nathan B.
Stubblefield also was reflected in Mrs.
Jenkins letter. She wrote of a "scary"
eiperience her father often told about
as he related the time he once saw the
Calloway County inventor.
"Dad was rabbit hunting near the
Stubblefield homeplace," she wrote,
"and before he knew it, Nathan B.
Stubblefield appeared with a gun
pointed at him, demanding to know
what he was doing.
"Daddy hastened to explain he was
just rabbit hunting, and Mr. Stubblefield told him to leave and never
come back that close to his home again.
Daddy often said he was some distance
from the Stubblefield shack, and didn't
know how Mr. Stubblefield knew he was
around unless he had some kind of wire
on the ground surrounding his premises
to signal trespassers."
+++
Mrs. Jenkins went on to recall many
more interesting experiences of her
childhood and youth, all entwined with

-the • early

16th -Century hislOry of

Murray and Calloway County - her
first school at North Pleasant Grove,
enrolling in the Murray Training School
before the building was built and how
they would sing to Dr. John W. Carr
when he would come around.
Tuesday, I'll share some of these
experiences with you.

Jimmy's White House

By FRANK COFtMIER
Associated Press Writer

White Hiiuse Has
New Problem:Rats
WASHINGTON (API - The demolition of old buildings in downtown
Washington, to make way for new, is
confronting White House groundskeepers with a new threat: rats.
So many displaced rodents roam the
neighborhood that some of the most
stately White House elms have been
ringed with sandbags - to discourage
the rat packs from taking up residence.
One enterprising
magazine
photographer invested in a pound of
hamburger meat, to feed to the rats in
broad daylight in Lafayette Park,
across Pennsylvania Avenue from the
presidential mansion. He figured the
feasting rats would stand still long
enough for him to photograph them
with the. White - House in the
background.
The rats did not cooperate.

When President and Mrs. Carter
threw a Valeritine's,dance less than two
weeks before the New Hampshire
primary, Mrs. Carter's office told
reporters there would be guests from 27
states.
For reasons not explained, New
Hampshire was omitted from the list,'
although a number of Granite State
Dernouratswereaniudg theguestit.
_Peduijai the White limise crew is
beecening seimitive-to
mplaints .by
- Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and.others
about the use of the powers' of 'incumbency to boost Carter's political
fortunes.
Many of the 250 couples who showed
up for the dem came to the White

Years Ago

House hungry, having been told a buffet
would be served in the State Dining
Room. The menu included steamship
rounds of beef, carved roast turkey and
fried scallops.
But, alas, no plates. Guests were free
to take all they could eat - so long as
they could hold it in their palms on dainty cocktail napkins.
A report in this space last week about
the widespread use of fireplaces and
wood burning stoves at the White House
prompted questions as to whether the
practice saves either oil or money.
The quick answer is that it's difficult
to say. But Carteillaides emphasizethat
the motive for installing two wood
stoves was to help focus public attention on the search for alternative
energy sources-not to save money.
The Energy Department estimates
that the heat from a cord of hardwood,
when burned in an efficient stove, is
about equal to the warmth generated by
130 gallons of fuel oil.
Since heating oil now sells here for
about 95 cents a gallon, a cord of wood
destined for an efficient stove - like
those in the White House - should pay
dividends-it it costs less than 812150.
The low bid on the-latest delivery of
cordwood-to-tha-Gensral-Sertticas-Ad-1.
.ministration, which supplies .earttes
',office, Was $115 for a cord of.seasoned
-oak and hickbry, - That would neern to' make woodburning economical - except that most
of the wood consumed by Carter and his
aides feeds fireplaces, which are not as
eqicieliat the new stoves.

mate third class, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sindin G.Jobs, Murray mute 6, is
scheduled to return to Norfolk,'Va., in
early March aboard the attack aircraft
carrier USS Intrepid after participating
in training exercises at Guantanamo
Bay,Cuba.
Deaths reported include Edgar L.
Jones,81.
A three weeks' workshop for high
school English teachers will be held at
Murray State College June 13 to Jury 1
with Dr. James Hopper Mason, pastpresident of the National Council of
Teachers of English, as the director,
acccording to Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
president- of the college. •
Calloway County Judge Waylon
Rayburn spoke on "Americanism",at
,the meeting of the American Legion
Auxiliary held at the Triangle Inn.
TJiM u rr a_y State College
-Thorotighbreas beat Tennessee Tech 73
to 67ina basketball game bete last night. Mike O'Riordan was high scorer
for Murray ahd Hagan for Tennessee
Tech.
David Keller celebrated his sixth birthday with a party on Feb. 20 held by
his mother, Mrs.ponald Keller, at their
home on North 12th Street.

30 Years Ago
Roy Turner and Eldridge C. Colson
were killed in a truck accident early
this morning on Highway 94 about 11
miles east of Murray. Paul Morris was
also critically injured in the accident.
The Murray Rescue Squad went to the
scene to help remove the men who were
pinned in the cab of the truck.
As the 1950 census approaches on
April 1 many citizens of Murray
remember the 1940 population of 3,770
and wonder what the 1950 figure will
reveal as to growth of the community.
A meeting of the Calloway County
WOW Camps was held at Lynn Grove
last night with Max Hurt, national
WOW treasurer, as speaker. New county officers are Gordon Crouch, W. B.
Moser and Curtis Palmer.
Miss Jane Underwood, daughter ofMr. and Mrs. Walter Underwood, was
married to Edward Blaine McNabb,
son of Mrs. Leland McNutt,on Feb. 25.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. R. D. Vasseur, a--boy to Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Ragsdale, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Ezell, all on Feb. 21.
Kirchhoff's raisin bread is listed at 20
cents a loaf in an advertisement today.

—

Thoughts
In Season

By Ken Wolf
Greatness is tricky business, difficult
to either define or predict, a quality
most clearly visible only after the fact.
Here are two eighteenth-century
thoughts on the subject, the first from
one Thomas Fuller, written in 1832 and
the second attributed to a John Hunter
(1728-1793):
A great man will not trample upon
a worm, nor sneak to an emperor.
+++
No man who wanted to be a great
man ever was a great man.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with -an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
By the same token, -if an issue has
not been discus- 40n this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might
be.S
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Caught In
Lush Hour
DEAR ABBY: A woman I work with comes
to work drunk
periodically. She's nice when
she's sober, but when she's
Ii unk she's rude to clients,
uses foul language and is it-ery .
,ilinoxious to the rest of us. We
have covered up for her so
far, but it's really getting to much to
handle.
realize that alcoholism is an illness and
that this woman
ajcvds help, b.ut fin afraid if I suggest a she
will tell me to
iiiind my own business.
She gets a good salary, but on those
days when she's
drunk she isn't able to do her job. What
should I do?
•
VOTE FOR SOBRIETY
DEAR VOTE: Risk being told to mind
your own business,
and tell her anyway. Anyone who needs a
drink to face'the
day is in serious trouble. You and your co-worke
rs do her no
favor by covering up for her. The poor woman
needs to come
to grips with her problem now. Alcoholism
gets better, nor does it go away without treatmen
t. It just gets
worse. Let her know that you care by urging
her to seek
help through Alcoholics Anonymous. They're
in your directory.
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"1 Save More Wit
Eve da Low Prices At Owen's
Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order

Bonus Special Both With
All 3 With
Save $3.29 With $35.00 Order
$25.00 Order All
Three Bonus

174::

Specials
Duncan Hines

DEAR ABBY: I am a 62-year-old woman who
recently
decided on an early retirement, although I'm in
good health.
I have a friend my age who is still working. She
began calling me several times a week to come and have
dinner with
her. Just as I am about to leave after dinner
she-loads me
down with half a dozen boxes, several books, etc.
She says,
"You have more time than I have now, so I hope
you won't
mind taking these shoes to the shoe repair, dropping
these
books at the library, and returning this blouse
for credit.'
At first 1 aceommo
-dated her with a smile, then I realizd that every time she asked me over she had
a list of errands for me to run. Abby. she has a car, and even
though I
ii
longer have an 8 to 5 job, I have plenty to keep me busy
and don't appreciate running other people's errands.
The last time this happened. I said, "I would like
to be in\ted over here pist nce and not be asked to
run any
errands!Well, I haven't heard from her since. I miss her. Should
I
and apologize?
MINNIE
REAR MINNIE:: Not unless you miss being her errand
girl.

Kraft

Blue Bonnet
Or Porkay

,CAKE MIX

MIRACLE
WHIP

PARKilf

OLEO

All Flavors

49

79,4

Limit 1 32 Oz.
With Si 2.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Tobacco
Dairy Products
ea

DEAR ABBY: You wrote that if a person is invited to
a
.4-eTrIftileTeNitionfit-g
—ift ikivder•
'
WelhJ disaimee-1.received-an invitation to thu_svedding
and reception fof.a girl whose name didn't mean a
thing to
me. I later learned\that she was the daughter ofmy
carinsurance agent. I art-,pot a good tor even casuab friend
of
this Man. Fri fact. I didiq even know tie hadi daughter
!
I did not feel obligated to send a gift_ Do you still
think I
as wrong?
CHUTZPAH IN OMAHA

With $12.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco
Dairy Products

With $12.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco
11. Dairy Products

„.
S

U. 5'. Choice
Boneless

ALT

Piain or Iodized

TOMATO SOUP

15'
02., 4/$10°

S
Say
S AnD
AC

MUSTARD
Sunshine Krispy

DEAR CHUTZPAH: No. I was.-.I didn't consider
those
with so much 'chutzpah that they'd send invitations
to
virtual strangers.
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know what
to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, conkiatulations,
bow to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are included in Abby's booklet, "Row To
Write Letters for all Occasions." Send 81 and a long,
stamped 128 cental, self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

CRACKERS
o & c French Fried

ONIONS

Hunts

TOMATO SAUCE

Red Cross

Center Cut

Special
Rosedale Whole Peeled
3I1°°

16oz

Bush Cut All Green Asparagus

79'

T15oz

SPEARS

FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1980
it • What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
the stars say, read the
Watch that an inappropriate
forecast given for your birth remark
from you doesn't
Sign.
upset what should be a
favorable meeting or gettogether. Let go of prejudice.
ARIES
CAPRICORN
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
The day begins on a (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Romance brightens up your
romantic
note.
Later
someone's feelings are upset. home life, yet later you could
It could be about a financial or misinterpret someone's
flirtation as something more
sexual matter. Stay cool.
than that.
TAURUS-1.:
,
AQUARIUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20i4
You'll gain an important (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) —
A wonderful time for getting
insight into yourself about a
romantic situation. Your along with others, esp
efforts to share it though may romantic interests. Know
when it's appropriate to talk
not be reciprocated now.
about career matters. Listen.
GEMINI
_PISCES
May 21 to June 20)
CP
Partnership harmony in- Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You have your own ideas
dicated. Show your feelings,
and also be attentive to elders. about - how a work project
Later a work problem could should be done. Don't fly off
the handle if someone dares to
get on your nerves.
give you adviee.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)00
YOU BORN TODAY are
A friend may have a useful
business tip. Despite your idealistic but somewhat
good intentions to be con- temperamental. A need for
servative, you're prone to take security could attract you to
the wrong occupation. You
a financial risk.
wouldn't be happy in a routine
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 121412figt job, unless you could balance
Your efforts to help out may it with some outlet for your
not be enough to ward off imagination. You're attracted
someone's emotional display. to the arts and would be happy
in theater, dancing,. poetry,
Try not to let it get to you.
painting .and music. Equally
VIRGO
drawn to woili with the un( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP
You'll accomplish a lot in derprivileged, you'd make a
private, ytt somehow up- good public servant and civic
setting thoughts could creep reformer. When devoted to a
_in. Now's the time to meditate cause, you're a willing and
inspired worker, though at
or exercise self-control.
times, you can become lazy.
MIRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. n)1111415.1 Birthdate of: Gioacchino
Romance and friendly get- Rossini, composer; Michele
togethers are accented, yet an Morgan, French actress;
old issue could suddenly Pepper Martin, baseball
surface. Don't make a player.
_
&SW a Tabletiftt.

xer

SCORPIO ,
•
(Oct. Z
21)"
1"elliC.
Career gains possible now,
but if you let it godyobr head,
it could turn off someone who
is favorably disposed towards
you.

42nd
Napoleon was
in a class of 51 when he
graduated from the military
academy in Paris.

TISSUE

4 roll

Green Gant Cut Green

BEANS

3/$1
.0, 99'
. 3/$1
17 oz

Grandmas Granola

pkg.

Ocean Spray Cranberry

BARS

JUICE

Green Giant Cream Style

Libby Fruit

COCKTAIL

17oz.

49'

SPAGHETTI OR
MACARONI...

PORK
CHOPS

3-5 lb. average

TOMATOES

Your Individual
Horoscope

DRESSING

Hyde Park

Frances Drake
of
was
bb,

).
Mar. 5

CORN.

11 of.

Duncan Hines Brownie
Save MOM On Hyde Park Milk
Hyde Park
$191

•

gO!
Hyde Park Lo-Cal

go/$119

Libby's

KETCHUP

32 oz 07

iif Peanut

BUTTER

$1 98

DOG FOOD....

$1 39
34 oz

69C Dove Dishwashing

$i 10
I

DETERGENT . .„- .

'
(
lg. 22 oz.
-i..

Hyde Park

BUTTERMILK

59 oz

5189 New Gains Complete

Hyde Pork Homogenized
1'2 go!.

DOG FOOD —

$1 19 Lysol Bathroom
$1 10
, Ygol. I

CLEANER

1701.

WE HAW THE FUSSIEST HEAT DEPT. IN TOWN
U.S. Choice Xtro Leon Ground

ROUND U.S.
RUMP ROAST
BACON

lb. S1 89

Choice Boneless
2
lb. $39

Owen's Best Sliced Slab
3-5 lb. pkg.-lb.

Field 1 Lb. Wieners or

BOLOGNA

Owen's Best Barbecue

89' BEEF

Field Hot or Mild

SAUSAGE

CHICKEN

$119
29

U.S. No. 1 Russet
lb. $298

POTATOES

lb2
$59

POTATOES

Owen's Best Barbecue
• 10Ib

$1 19
I

Owen's Famous Pit Baked

HAM /12

or whole

Fancy Green

Owen's Best Deli Baked

Air

BREASTS

lb

'el!

Sports
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OVC Basketball Tournament To Open Tonight
Several Factors Weigh Heavily As
Teams Fight For Post-Season Play
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. missioner,says the NIT is tak( AP) — The Ohio Valley Con- ing a "strong look" at Western
ference basketball -tourna- and Murray State and will proment gets underway tonight, bably inc../ude either of the two
schools if they both make it to
featuring:
the OVC championship game,
Regular season co- to be played at 2 p.m. Satin-,
champions Mtirray State and day in Western's Diddle
Western Kentucky, both 10-2 Arena.. in conference play, each hopA
Green
Bowling
ing to prove that it is the best newspaper, The Daily News,
team in the league.
reported Wednesday that
.- A possible bid to New Western has been promised a
York's National Invitation first-round NIT game if it does
Tournament for the runnerup not win the OVC tournament.
if it is either Murray or
The OVC tournament win•
Western.
goes automatically into
ner
• Eastern Kentucky, last
year's OVC champion, trying the NCAA post-season comto maintain its late-season• petition. Observers believe
momentum and repeat as the that if there is a favorite in the
OVC tournament, it is
tournament winner.
Morehead State facing a Western, based on the homefirst-round game with Mur- court advantage and two
ray, the OVC's one team regular-season victories over
Morehead failed to beat in the Murray.
regular season.
However, Western lost once
Jim Delaney, the OVC com- to Morehead and Eastern.

Tonight's games see
Morehead playing Murray at 7
p.m., CST, and Eastern
meeting Western at 9 pin.
Morehead, 15-11 overall and
7-5 in conference, comes into
the tournament with momentum, having won five of the
last six games.
Morehead Coach Wayne
Martin acknowledged this
week he has "the utmost
respect for the accomplishments, talent and
coaching staff" at Murray,
which had a 20-6 record for the
full season. He said he hopes
his players will find incentive
in failing to beat Murray
previously.
Morehead's strong suits are
6-7 senior center'Charlie Clay,
a unanimous pick for all-OVC
who had season averages of
14.7 points and 7.8 rebounds:
guard Glen Napier, averaging
12.9 points, and freshman for-

ward Eddie Childress, averaging 11.8 points and 5 rebounds.
They'll be confronting Murray's 6-5 forward Gary
Hooker, who was named OVC
player of the year and
averages 19 points and 13 rebounds. Murray's 5-10 guard
Mont Sleets, the only
freshman on the allconference team, has a 17.3point average. And Murray's
Ron Greene was voted by his
counterparts as OVC coach of
the year.
Eastern Coach Ed Byhre is
philosophical about opening
against Western, who he says
has proven it is the best team
in the league at this time.
"In a tournament of this
type," he says, "chances are
you're going to have to play
the best team before it's over
anyway... Therefore, our
playing them right out of the
gate shouldn' be any disadvantage other than the tourna-

NCAA, NIT Tournaments Have
Hall Against Conference Tourneys

ment is being played on their
floor.•'
Eastern. the tournament
winner and regular season
champion last year, is 15-11
overall and 7-5 in the OVC. Its
leading scorer is 6-4 forward
James "Turk" Tillman, who
has a 27.5-point average and
whose 34 points against Middle Tennessee Saturday night
provided the spark that gave
Eastern the last available
berth in the OVC tournament.
It is the first time that all
four tournament teams are
from Kentucky.
Western, 19-7 overall after
Saturday's loss to South
retiring
Carolina in
Gamecocks Coach Frank
McGuire's last game, lost by
two points at Eastern and by
three points at Morehead for
its only OVC losses of the
season.
Western Coach Gene Keady
indicates he does not take
Eastern lightly.
"Eastern Kentucky has a
good ball club," he says.
'They're explosive and they
seem to be playing better
together in recent games.
And, with the talent they have,
thattoneeras me.'" Keady-has some talent, too.
Western's 6-9 sophomore
center, Craig McCormick has
been shooting 62.3 percent
from the field and is averaging 14.2 points and 6.6 rebounds. Senior guard Bill
Bryant is scoring at a 12.7 clip,
and the team's field goal
percentage is 52.7.

to No. 2 Kentucky on shots at there."
college."
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
Coach. Richard Schmidt of
faces the Wildcats
thebuzzer,
Vandy
- Florida Tops
The Kentucky Wildcats tangle
said his team had
of
game
Vandy
Coach Ed Visscher had no again in the second
with Auburn tonight in the
much talk about
too
heard
that
doubleheader
tonight's
in
it
putting
trouble
Conference
Southeastern
Tournament, a tournament perspective — Florida's 72-71 will follow an afternoon beating MU.
"There was a lot of pressure
that Kentucky coach Joe B. victory over Vanderbilt quarter-final session sending
Wednesday night in the open- Alabama against Mississippi causing us to overlook
Hall doesn't like.
didn't
"With the NCAA lourna- ing round of the Southeastern State and Tennessee against Florida, and our kids
-handle it well," he said. "Peoment enlarged to 48 teams, Conference basketball tourna- Mississippi.
Florida, 7-20, had a 12-point ple forget it is hard to beat a
and the resurgence of the NIT, ment.
"Any win by this team lead over Vanderbilt with less team three times in one
there's no need to have a conhave to be considered than 15 minutes remaining, season." _
would
said
tournament,"
ference
Georgia surged to an early
Hall, whose team won the an upset,- Visscher said after but blew it and appeared headlead over Auburn, but
19-10
Mike
when
defeat
for
ed
backdoor
Hannah's
Reggie
crown.
SEC
regular
Tigers got the lead,
the
left
1:22
once
with
15-footer
Rhodes'
reseconds
"There's a chance we could layup with eight
were really never
layup
Bulldogs
the
Springer's
Tommy
and
inGators
the
moved
maining
SEC
the
from
teams
five
have
game.
the
in
the
gave
go
to
seconds
43
with
battle
go to both the NCAA and the to a quarter-final
Freshmen Frank Poindex'tonight against fifth-ranked Commodores a 71-68 lead.
NIT.
and Darrell Lockhart led
on
one
ter
within
got
Gators
The
-If you can't earn a berth to Louisiana State.
The other first round match Bob Van Noy's dunk 34 Auburn with 18 and 17 points,
either one of those tour- •
narnents," he said,"you don't also might qualify as an upset seconds from the end and Han- respectively, and another
Terry . Fair,
need to be playing basket- by virtue of the seedings, but it nah's winning basket was set firstyear star,
- "Via-KnothIng more than normal- --tip-vdtertlie-rebounded-Jimmy-- faced Georgia._ with24., _ _
"Our inability to play
"I can't tell you how I feel for the Auburn Tigers, just Gray's missed free throw with
was Dour downfall,"
defense
front
the
on
go
to
seconds
21
vicof
line
long
a
in
another
chamSEC
the
about winning
pionship," Hall said this week, tories ovet the Georgia end of a one-and-one situation. said Coach Hugh Durham of
Florida's Jimmy Cotton and Georgia. We didn't deny
relishing the victory over LSU Bulldogs, 79-71.
It was the 12th consecutive Mike Rhodes of Vandy, 13-13, Auburn anything,and they did
Sunday that won the Wildcats
victory for the Tigers over shared scoring honors with 16 a good job of executing their
that honor for the 32nd time,
offense."
"We felt that was a remote Georgia, including the only points apiece.
"I thought our kids did a
this
said
locally
reporter
"A
has
Auburn
decisions
three
the
before
best
at
possibility
good
job inside," said Auburn
freeze
would
hell
that
morning
14
last
its
in
season started. It's really over any team
over if Florida won this Coach Sonny smith. If you let
unbelievable because the corn- games.
Auburn, which dropped a game," Visscher said. "Well, Georgia get inside, you might
petition in the conference is so
pair of regular season games it feels mighty cold down as well go home."
much tougher these days."
"The championship will
help us perpetuate our program at Kentucky," Hall said.
He pointed to the maturation of Sam Bowie and team
play as the critical factors in
the Wildcats' stretch drive.
"Sam really came along in
our last 10 games. Earlier in
the season he was just throwBut few probably remember the 7,102-yard, par 71 Bay Hill
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
ing the ball, but now lie'S see- Host Arnold Palmer, Tom the defending champion. He's Country Club course.
ing the basket and shooting Watson, Tom Weiskopf, Gary 25-year-old Bob Byman, who
Since then, he hasn't done
the ball," he said.
Player, Andy Bean, Ben Cren- scored his only professional much, though. His best show"It wasn't that one day shaw, US. Open champ Hale victory here last year in his se- ing was a tie for eighth place
Bowie evolved into a basket- Irwin and Masters winner cond year on the PGA tour.
in MemphiefTenn.
ball player," Hall said. "It's Fuzzy Zoeller are the big
Byman scored a two-hole
ByrnA's victory last year
just a matter of maturity. He names in the $300,000 Bay Hill playoff victory over fellow netted him $45,000 (this year's
adjusted to the college game Golf Classic which got under- unknown John Schroeder, top prize is $54,000), and also
and eliminated the high school way today.
posting a six-under-par 284 on gained a year's exemption
moves that no longer work in _
from the anxious Monday
MKNELIII-MICIIELIN-MICIIELIN-MICNELIN-MICNELIN-MICNELIN-AUCHELIN
qualifyings with other tour
-•
"rabbits.",.
4
"Naturally, it was the biggest thrill of my golfing
career," said Byman."I can't
remember ever being so excited.
"Bay Hill was my only win,
but it gave me confidence to
play well in other tournaments. I've wanted to play.
the PGA Tour since I was a
kid, and I feel I'm on
schedule."
Palmer said Byman, a
fellow Wake Forest University
graduate, "has great potential, and he's very sure of
himself. I look for him to be a
vonsgstent_ winner'fl theLnext_
YAW
,
few years."
fur S..clullty
Beau, ., who was nine-:
underpar after two rouncli
Bus.
before finishing a stroke
1105 Pogue Avenue
(502)753-1489 -4 behind the leaders last year,is
Murray, Ky. 42071
also expected to be a top conMICNELIN-MKNIELIN-MKNELIN-MKNELIII-MICNELIN-MKNELIN-MKNEUM" tender here.

Defending Champ Noj
Among Big Golf Names

HITTING THE BOARDS -(From left) Murray State's Gary Hooker, Allen Main and
Glen Green converge on a loose basketball during a recent game. The OVC Co-Champion Racers will square off against Morehead in the first game of the conference
tourney at 7 p.m. tonight in Bowling Green. Host Western Kentucky, the other cochampion, will battle Eastern Kentucky in)he nightcap.

Who'll Pay You 13.629%
6 Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certficates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more.
Federal regutations prohibit the compounding of interrst cm these' motley marker •
certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This annual yield of
13.629% rate is effective on certificates purchased now through March 5, 1980.

WHO'LL PAY YOU 11.75% ON TWO AND A HALF YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?

We have something new in our savings plans - the 2% YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE. With a $1,000 minimum deposit, you can earn an interest rate only N%
below U.S. Treasu-ry Securities. The interest rate for March is 11.75% with annual
yield of 12.466%. The rate on new certificates is determined the first of each month.

4% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?
/
WHO'LL PAY YOU 51
Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 5"4%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.

WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

CARROLL
TIRE SERVICE

Large Selection of Radial
Blems Available

We Now Have Computerized
Balanciag-Avallable._
-o App.

'

a

11
2

A subs!antial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of depsit.

PEOPLES IBANK
Cy
m y 1:1r11 V-31 4'‘.7
ilk..211.1L

IL A.

Member FDIC
•

-
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Small College Games Just As Competitive, Father Observes

es

0

and
Coence
r co-

Editor's Note; Muth atten- our family. Our son began- demanded by college basket- set 4- University of Kentucky
tion and glamour is assigned playing organized basketball ball. At whatever level you uniforms.
to major college basketball 12 years ago. When he entered watch, there are no ordinary
All college teams work
teams and their players. But the wonderful but often pain- players. Although lacking the
hard.
A youngster fresh out of
Editor James L. Crawford of ful world of team athletics, raw physical ability of his betschool
has trouble-coping
high
The Corbin Times-Tribune, Johnny was a skinny I0-year- ter known colleagues, the
athletic
whose son has been playing old who wasn't sure he wanted typical Kentucky small col- with this fact. An
valuable piece
scholarship
is
a
for Tran.sylvania University in to knock heads with the big lege player would not be badly
of paper — worth more than
Kentucky, has had a personal guys in the seventh grade.
embarrassed if he suddenly $5,000 a year at Transylvania
opportunity to observe the
Now 22 yeara old, he pushes appeared on the floor at
coaching staff exsmall college athletic scene. the 6-5 mark, weighs 205 Freedom Hall or Rupp Arena. — and the
compensating amount
a
pects
Here are his observations.
pounds and sports a
of effort from a young man
By JAMES L. CRAWFORD
moustache. I've come to acSize is also a relative ques- receiving this grant. In
Corbin Times1Tribune
cept the fact that if he's not tion. Meet any college basketcollege athlete is
CORBIN, Ky. ( AP — Prior already a grown man, he's so ball team strolling down the essence, a
working his way through
to the last home game of the close to it that there's no point street and you fear you have
school, so the glamour
season Transylvania Univer- in quibbling about'it. I still wandered into a valley of
dissipates rapidly.
basketball
team
sity's
have reservations about the giants. Transylvania started a
The athlete spends many
recognizes the parents of moustache, however.
6-8 center; a couple of 6-4 forsenior players. Each player
Grade school ball was great wards; a 6-3 guard and a 6-foot dreary hours in the gymescorts his mother and father fun. High school had its guard. That's piddling by to- nasium — hours other
to the center of the floor, and moments, some shining and day's standards, but" if you students enjoy as leisure time.
flowers are presented to the others rather dismal. The col- have a long memory you know If he's playing for a small colyoung man's mother.
lege game has been an unique Transylvania's starters are lege, he probably receives less
While this is a pleasant experience for me.
'slightly taller than the recognition than he did in high
tradition, Monday's ceremony
Quite early I discovered the Fabulous Five, regarded by school.
But if a youngster has a litmarked the end of an era for standards of excellence hardwood historians as the
greatest team to ever pull on a tle inner determination and

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
MEMPHIS, Tenn 1AP - John
McCraw defeated Verdi Taygan 0-6, 6-1,
6-1 to advance to the fourth round of the
US National Indoor Tennis Championships
In other matches, Jimmy Connors
ousted Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia, 62, 6-3, Roscoe Tanner beat Erik van
[ellen,6-1. 6-3, Paul McNamee defeated
Andrew Patbson, 6-3. 6-3. Bob Lutz
whipped Rod Frawley, Australia, 6-4, 75, and Woltek Fibak o/ Poland beet
Johan Krtek of South Africa, 4-6, 6-3, 6-1
HUSTON 1AP - Wendy Turnbull
defeated Sylvia Hands 74, &I, while
Laura DuPont wore down Betty Stove &
2, 34,74 during an abbsevialed schedule
of the 5150,000 Women's Pro Tennis tourruunent
The play ers had to be oftilse Surnidit
court by mid-afternoon to allow workers
time to convert the facility for a Houston
Rockets NBA game
•

Transactions

BASkliALL
, Americas League
NEW YORK YANKFIZ - Signed lave
flailleill, inches% ord Ratan Santana. -in-fielder .
Nardmil League
CINCINNATI RBIS -- Signed Duane
Walker, outfielder.
FOCII11A11.
Nand Footled league
DAIIAS COWBOYS - Named Al lavan
running•
beck mech.
HOCKEY.
•
%Wood Hockey League
ATI ANTA HAWS -- Jen thug,goalie,
agreed to a three-yenr contrid.
MINNBNUTA NORTH STARS — Signed
Sieve Onstaff, nght mrst to a enterer
contract Signed Steve Janadd.Add
NEW YORK RANGLIIS — Recalled Jim
Moyer,right wing,from New Howes of We
Amencan Hockey League.
V/INNLPEG JETS -- Purchased the ccntract of Kris May, nght wing, from the
Vancouver Glinted
COLLFZE
SAN nar.,o STATE — Arnounced the
redrntion of Andy Stoglin,assistant basket/WI coach.effective Jine 30.
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON — Aremanced
Oat the =tract of Ken Qnnumthan, heed
basketball mock will not be renewed--

NBA Standings
Eastern Ganerence
Afraid Illvekin
W L Pet. GB
Boston
d 15
762 47 17
Philadelphia
734 l's
New York
31 33
MN 17ks
New Jolley

V 36 .4/5 22
Owing Milan
Athena
3131 .030 —
Son Adman
33 32 .508 6
Houston
33 32 .5011 6
Indiana
31 35
170 84
Cleveland
X 41
381 14
Detroit
14 50 219 34,s
Wester. Conference
htlatiest Dived
.597 —
ID V
Knees City
Milwaukee
38 31
957 2
Denver
379 Ift
31 41
Clicago
13 43
.346 lei
Utah
3146 310 19's
Pad& Pada
47 18 .773 —
Ins Angeles
Seattle
46 30 .917 Ifs
Phoenix
12 24 .633 Vos
San Diego
31 X .461 17
30 35 .412 17
Partied
Goiden State
10 46 35 774
Weandey's Gooses
Baton 133, Sin Antonio 125
Albite IX, Wiens 111
Gokbri State 133, New Jersey 110
San Diego.ut Detroit 113
Houston 110, Waetingtin 97
Milwaukee 119, Phoenix 110, OT
Philadelphia 101, Seattle ill
Tbanday's Games
San Adana at New York
Houston at Washington
Phones at Utah
Fridny's Games
Golden State at Boston
Cleveland at Abuse
New Jersey at Detroit
Denver at Philadelphia
Son Diego vs Kansas Oty at SLI•sws
Milwaukee at Las Angeles
Utah at Parthind
Ching° at Seattle

John Drew added 18 points
They turned back Indiana as
Eddie Johnson scored 32 for Atlanta. Indiana was pacpoints, including a tie- ed by Mickey Johnson with 26
breaking threepoint basket and George McGinnis with 23.
with 21 seconds to play.
Celtics 130,Spurs 125
Larry Bird scored 30 points
Johnson connected with only
one second left on the 24- and Cedric Maxwell added 22
second clock to give the to lead the Celtics to their
Hawks a 114-111 lead. In- fourth consecutive victory.
diana's Johnny Davis then They remained 11/2 games
missed a threepointer and ahead
of
runner-up
Johnson, fouled in the scram- Philadelphia in the Atlantic
ble for the rebound, added a
pair of free throws.
After Bird and' San AnElsewhere,the Philadelphia tonio's John Shumate traded
76ers edged the Seattle Super- baskets-, to start the third
Sonics 101-98 in overtime, the period, the Celtics scored
Milwaukee Bucks overtimed eight straight -points, four by
the Phoenix-Sutis 119-110,the - -Bird;-te-take=a- 11.87-lead and
San Diego Clippers whipped were never headed. George
the Detroit Pistons 129-113 and Gervin led San Antonio With 35
the Golden State Warriors points, 21 in the first penbid.
downed the New Jersey Jets Boston had six men in double
133-120.
figures.

Meyer Glad Monkey Off His
Back After Loss To Irish

College Scores

MECHANIC'S
SPECIAL

qonggoimcSilver's•
SLAB(XI)SOS/PM'S
Keep-Thai Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Ports

Continuous
P'rnt prtIon

unbeaten streak on his get inside, you might as well
go home."
shoulders all season long.
Reggie Hannah's layup with
"I've been asked 10 times in
the last two weeks about being eight seconds remaining lifted
No. 1," he said."I didn't ask to Florida ovr Vanderbilt.
In the East Coast Conbe No. 1. It was voted, and so
what! I'll send congratula- ference quarterfinals, LaSalle
tions if there is another team beat Temple behind Jim Convoted No. 1 after this game. nolly's 18 points; Boo Williams
He can have the 'monkey.' I scored 18 to pace St. Joseph's
(Pa.) to a 70-59 decision over
don't want it."
Hofstra; Charlie Naddaff
Kelly Tripucka led Notre scored 28 points and grabbed
Dame with 28 points and 12 rebounds as Lafayette
_ Orlando Wnolririge added, 16, defeated Rider 80-68 and
including the two winning free Budmell beat Delaware 76-65
throws for the nation's behind Al Leslie's 19 points.
14thranked- team with 19
Three other league tourseconds left in the second naments wW open today — the
overtime. Mark Aguirre, Atlantic Coast Conference in
voted the game's most Greensboro, N.C., the Big
valuable player, scored 28 for East in Providence, R.I. and
DePaul.
the Metro Conference in
Auburn Louisville, Ky.
Elsewhere,
defeated Georgia 79-71 and
Florida upset Vanderbilt 72-71
as the Southeastern Conference playoffs began in Birmingham,Ala.
Frank Poindexter scored 18
points and Darrell Lockhart
contributed 17 as Auburn
defeated Georgia for the 12th
straight time.
"We showed more poise
than we have shown in the last
six or seven games," said
Auburn Coach Sonny Smith.
"I thought our kids did a good
job inside. If you let Georgia

753-2617
a mem
U =OW mw
mem mm

Julius Erving scored 23
points, including the go-ahead
basket in overtime. Erving's
17-foot jump shot 39 seconds
into the extra session put the
76ers on top 97-95, Bobby
Jones' 18-footer increased the
edge to 99-95. and Maurice
Cheeks' two free throws with
five seconds remaining clinched the Sixers' eighth victory in
the last nine games. Cheeks
made one of two free throws
with 1:31 to go in regulation
play to tie the game at 95
before a crowd of 25,366 in the
Seattle Kingdome. The Sonics
games behind
dropped
Pacific Division-leading Los
Angeles.
, Rockets 110, Bullets 110
Moses Malone scored 33
points, including 21 of 23 free
throws, and got into a
lategame-shoving mAtch with
Washington's Elvin Hayes.
The Rockets trailed until late
in the third quarter when
Allen Leavell's layup gave
them a 67-65 lead.
Malone hit six of his free
throws in the final 31,2
minutes. With less than two
minutes left, Hayes knocked
him to the floor and Malone

MISSION, Kan. (AP) —
Ticket orders for the 1981 national collegiate basketball
championship at the Spectrum
in Philadelphia —rilust be
postmarked April 1 to be eligible for selection, NCAA officials say.
Wayne Duke, chairman of
the NCAA Division I Basketball Committee, said orders
postmarked before that date
will not be accepted. Orders
postmarked after April 1 will
be considered only if there are
not enough orders to purchase
PEMBROKE, N.C. (AP) — all the tickets available.
If the demand for tickets is
Reggie Gaines, WinstonSalem State's 6-foot-7 forward greater than the supply, a
who led the National Associa- drawing will be held April 15
tion of Intercollegiate to determine which orders are
Athletics District 26 in scor- accepted,Duke said.
ing,
was the top votegetter on
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
Washington chapter of the (he 11-man all-district basketNFL Alumni announced plans ball team announced WednWednesday for its first annual desday.
Gaines, who had a 28.8charity golf tournament, one
MESA, Ariz. (AP) — The
of nine to be held in National pointsper-game average, was Chicago Cubs officially openthe only repeater from last
Football League cities.
ed spring training for pitchers
Andy Stynchula, a former year's team.
and catchers Wednesday, and
Other players named to the Bruce Sutter, their $700,000
Washington Redskin who is
tournament chairman, said team were Al King of relief pitcher, was one of the
proceeds from the event, to be Guilford, with a 19.7 scoring first to arrive.
held May 5 at the Indian Spr- average; Billy Holrngaard of
Sutter had threatened a spring Country Club, would go to Belmont Abbey, 15.4; Lee -nig training slowdown, even
the joint benefit of needy NFL Allison of Ejon, -17.6- point- after winning his windfall
__ average;
,
-William -Cooper (if
alarm'• and va
Arbitration last 712--uttr 81. Augettatine's.-4..6;-Dway3e Salary
oriented charities..
Leau-e's.
National
week.
rleme.e
poitalgtbill, 16.4; Ed l279 Cy Young awarii iirdit
to)
f
Eàsii scant wii ire
Fayetteville
ed of four amateur golfers and Jefferson of
contends that he wants a fivePatterson of
a former NFL player with a State, 24.3; John
year contract, but the current
Mars
Hill,
19;
and Frank agreement calls for only one
shotgun start over two
Streater of GardnerWebb,13.4
courses.
yeaf.

came up pushing. Players and enabling Golden State to hold
coaches from both teams off a New Jersey rally. Short,
separated the two players.
who came off the bench to
Bucks 119,Suns 110
make 16 of 21 shots in just 26
Junior Bridgeman scored a minutes of playing time,
season-high 35 points and Mar- scored eight points in the last,
ques Johnson added 25 as 31,2 minutes after New Jersey_
Milwaukee moved within two trimmed a 22-point deficit to -.
games of first-place Kansas 113-108. Short then scored .•
City in the Midwest Division. eight points in a 20-6 burst by
The Bucks trailed by eight Golden State. Phil Smith addpoints with 5:26 remaining in ed 24 for the Warriors while
regulation time but outscored Mike Newlin scored 15 for
the Suns 14-6 with Bridgeman New Jersey.
scoring six of the points to
knot the game at 102.
Sc
Bridgeman got eight more in,
overtime, including the first
basket ofthe-extra-session and
two free throws with 32
seconds left to ice the contest.
Clippers 129,Pistons 113
ALUMINUM
Lloyd Free scored 42 points
and Freeman Williams had 31
as San Diego ended a 10-game
road losing streak and handed
40)
14'61
Detroit its 13th consecutive
more Mb fitt.
setback. The Clippers never
trailed, although the Pistons
foal oar lie pit. art Oh 'WOW**
got within one point in the final
ii a Seas iailaNdiaa
period before Williams broke
dial 753-2310
loose for 19 points.
tor a ratc c • IMATE
Warriors 133, Nets 120
:
151CATA106 SALES WIC
Purvis Short scored 16 of his
Murray, K .
34 points in the fourth quarter,
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PHISTY
PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza

Phone 753-2380

;
We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Cornpensation

BOI LnSOA K
Sterile Preserved Saline Solution for heat disin.
fiction, rinsing and storage of soft (hydrophilic)
contact lenses as listed below.

1
4,./„....,

DENTAL
FLOSS
HAM)

Preventive Dentistry Special
Get a

ot-- 100 REFUND

t
-'-'---'" by mail
when you buY
yo
•
ordOsne (1) JOHNSON'S Dental Floss
• Three (3) REACH • Toothbrushes ,-., ve,

'111111111

"Mr
.
u

I

29

694

OEM.FLOSS
50510

,

loch

'

limit One

Available In Soft or Medium
Bristle Brush

District NAIA
Team Selected

Charity Tourney
Slated By NFL
Washington Alumni

Chicago Cubs Open
Camp On Wednesday

\

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Ticket Orders Must
Be Postmarked On
April 1, NCAA Says
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Scott Turner, a starter for
two seasons, can no longer
safely play competitive
basketball. He first had knee
surgery and as he recuperated

- Small tulivgv, can afford to
be more low keyed. Transylvania has changed practice
hours for a whole semester to
accommodate the class
schedules of a couple- of
players. Practices are
routinely shortened during the
week of semester finals. The
term, "student athlete," applies more aptly to a small college player. His total college
experience is not focused on
basketball.

Hawks Have Biggest Lead In NBA's Final Stretch

We want to treat you to dinner. Come in to have your
car worked on between Feb. 1-Feb. 29 and receive a
free dinner at Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppes.
You must present this ad and call for an appointment.

•

The big injury, however, is
-what frightens an athlete. Billy Thomas, Transy's starting
center, played infrequently
for two seasons after he
damaged his knee. He
underwent surgery twice.

-enough - esettemerit- ter- - •
anyone.
Although overwhelmed in
Lexington by the awesome
shadow of the University 91
Kentucky, Transylvania still
has managed to build a solid
basketball reputation. C M.
Kevin •Cierrunons, a young
Newton moved directly from
guard, has needed two operaTransy to head coach at the
tions on his knee this year.
University of Alabama. His
Now he must endure a lengthy
successor, Lee Rose, coached
and frustrating period of
Charlotte to the final four of
rehabilitation in hopes that he
the NCAA and is now the head
will be able to play next
man at Purdue.
season.
My brightest memories Of
Don't make the mistake,
Johnny broke an ankle and tidUever, of thinking small Johnny's four years at Tran' college'games aren't com- sylvania will be the young.
tore a tendon last spring.
And that's the injury list at petitive. These fellows are men who played with him.
just one school.
successful athletes and They have invariably treated
The white heat generated by despise losing. They play me with warmth and courtesy,
media and fan attention tough. Transylvania won a and, in turn, I have been
causes unique pressures for holiday tournament in In- greatly impressed with the
the players and poaches of a dianapolis by beating the host way they have conducted
major college program. The team in a double overtime and themselves. They are a credit
athlete
ultimately then rallying the next evening to their families and the inunderstands that his student from a 10-point deficit to win stitution they represent. I will
the championship. That's remember them fondly.
life is secondary to his sport.
he mentioned- dector
that he had pain in an ankle.
Ironically, the ankle proved to
be more serious, and the doctor told Scott
he risked perma_
nent damage if he attempted
to play his senior year.

Six Up And 17 To Go

SKIING
WATERVILLE VALLEY, N.H. API
— Ingemar Stenmark of Sweden, corning off his first loss in more than two
years in giant slalom, captured the
World Cup special slalom at Mount
Tecumseh.
By The Associated Press
Sterunark had tames of 51.71 and 50.33
Don't look now but the
For 1 minute 12.04 seconds. Christian
Atlanta Hawks, who haven't
Neureuther of West Germany finished
lecond with 1 .43.02 on runs of 52.30 and
won a title since the National
50.72.
Basketball Association went
HOCKEY
NEW YORK I API — The gold medal- from two to four divisions in
winning U.S. Olympic team will receive
1970-71, have the biggest lead
the 1960 Lester Patrick Award in a
special presentation March 10, the NHL of any NBA division pacesetannounced, the first time in the I4-year ter heading down the
-history of the award that it has been
homestretch.
presented to a team.
Earlier, Fred Stare, coachgeneral
"Now we're six up and 17 to
manager of the New York Rangers; go and that's just great,"
Philadelphia Flyers center Bobby
Clarke, and Flyers owner Ed Snider had Coach Hubie Brown said
been named winners of the award, given
Wednesday night after the
for outstanding service to hockey an the. Hawks defeated
the Indiana
US.
Pacers 116-111 and opened a
GENERAL
SALT LAKE CITY ) AP ) — A promi- six-game Central Division
nent Salt Lake sports franchise owner
and his wife were found shot to death at bulges over the San Antonio
theirbondtri-Graligersell- bake•Sremity --fspurs;-'who--were.theaten by
sheriff's officers said.
The bodies of Mayne Acord and his Boston 130-125, and the
wife, Lorraine, were found in the base- Houston Rockets, 110-97 winment. Acord and his sons, Dean and Bill, ners over Washington. The
were half owners of the Golden Eagles of
Hawks' magic number to
the Central Hockey League team.
BASKETBALL
clinch is 12.
NEW YORK (API — The NBA said it
reCiived forniaL notification that a'
Dallas group headed by Norm Soniu had
accepted expansion terms for the 198041
season. The NBA Board of Governors
will meet March Sin Chicago to consider
realignment of the league, which will
have 23 teams with the addition of
Dallas.
' BOWLING
MIAMI( AP) — Paul Colwell, vaulting
By KEN RAPPOPORT
from 48th place to first, took a three-pin
lead over Steve Tripp after two rounds of
AP Sports Writer
a $125,000 Professional Bowlers Associa"Don't play Notre Dame
tion tournament.
Colwell, of Tucson, Ariz.,finished with when you're No. 1 and
a 12-game total of 2,612. Tripp of unbeaten."
Wethersfield. Conn., and Colwell both
Digger Phelps has a point.
averaged 217.
Palmer Fallgren of Sacramento,
Five times in the 12-year
Calif , and Marshall Holman of Medford,
Ore., were tied for third with 2,567 while history- of Notre Dame's
Willie Willis of West Haven, Conn., was Athletic and Convocation
fifth at 2,565.
Center, topranked college
basketball teams have found
their Waterloo there.
By The Assaelased Prew
On Jan. 23, 1971, UCLA had
EAST
.
a 48-game, non-conference
Began& 101, WorcesterSt. 97
-- Redder 7k+inedeerlill -wirming streak snapped atthe Tufts MI, Worcester Poly 79
ACC. Three years later,
Union 75, Rensineer Poly 61
—*arm
UCLA's monumental 88-game
East Cartihrm 53, Carnpbell 52
string went down the drain. In
High Pont61, Pfeiffer 54
1977, it was unbeaten San
NW Lailatwia 73. Nicholls SL 91
Stetson 811, Florida A.431 70
Francisco, and a year later
MIDWEST
defending national champion
Marquette 80, Detroit 76
Notre Dame 73. DePaul 74,2iyr
Marquette.
FAR WEST
Wednesday night, it was
Air Faroe 76,SaCdorado66
DePaul.
%Wong 71, Nev.-Las Vegas70
1121URNAMENT3
"'That's what freaks me out
East Cad Caderenee Terney
about
this place," said Phelps
SwartRend
La Salle 79, Ts:n*62
after his Fighting Irish took a
Lafayette IA Rider 68
76-74 double-overtime victory
Blain&76.13elaware 85
over the nation's No. 1 team
SL Joseph's, Pa.70, Habtra 50
Georgia bleroollegetelamsry
Wednesday night, snapping
Ch•niplowilp
the Blue Demons' 26-game
Ogekhorpe 78,Georgia Call X
NAIA Tommy
streak dating back to last
Died6
year.
Newberry 73. Erskine 71
"All I could say to Ray after
Francis Merida,%drop 77
NandiCleland
the game was that I was
Allied Confeenee
sorry," said Phelps of DePaul
First Rand
Manan KB,Mt. Vernon Nazarene 96
Coach Ray Meyer, who has
Nord Dodd Onlege Caderemee
won 622 games in his career at
Chwagendep
the Chicago school. "He's
Valley Cily SL 63,Jamegoom OD
SoutheamiseCanInenee Tardy
done so much for college
Fist an."'
basketball."
Florida 72, Vanderbtt 71
Auburn 79,Georgia 71
Meyer, though, didn't parWest Virgin Cealnewe Thew"
ticularly
feel sorry for
Eke Bawd
himself. As a matter of fact,
U. of Omelettes0,Concord 68,OT
nova& miasmic vine= red)k
he was kind of relieved after
carrying the albatross of an

1.110. mom mom =ow mon=

I

iticks-it out, he develops a
maturity most students can't
match. At the end orthe road
he is rewarded with a quiet
sense of pride and accomplishment. The specter of serious injury
nags constantly at the back of
an athlete's mind. Pain is a
frequent companion. Players
learn they're expected to battle through splains and
bruises and get back into action with the minimum of lost
time.
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Doobies Big Grammy Winners
_ By YARDENA ARAB
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES AP) — The
Doobie Brothers won four
awards at the 22nd Annual
Grammy Awards Wednesday

record of the year and also
won top songwriting and arrangement honors for group
member Michael McDonald.
McDonald shared the songof-the-year award with Kenny

night, becoming the major
first-time winners in an evening dominated by veteran
superstar performers.
The Doobie Brothers'"What
A Fool Believes" was named
•

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.
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Bea Aids
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Loggias, who collaborated
mrA.LIZ.N.1•TlIE illIC
General Electric
•
with him in writing "What A
I../
1"•
swass....
wa•usssa•
Fool Believes."
FM/AM Compact
_w_s_• • m.o..%
_s_s_s
"It's is a form of acceptance
se
Portable Radio
we never got before," said
With
Two- Way Porter
McDonald, noting that the
Sale
Battery or AC
Plays
On
Doobie Brothers have been
•
•
Phitne 153-8675 NOW.=
•
IN
INE•S
3- Dynamic Speaker $
around for 10 years but had
m
ba
•• b • ••
OWI.
never won a Grammy nominaNo 7-2800
tion before.
"Right now, I think Michael
and I are going to sit down and
write some more some songs
together — it's very encouragBaby Products
Granulated
ing," Loggins added.
Baby Powder 24 Oz
Another Doobie tune,
Sugar Substitute
Baby Oil lb Or
"Minute by Minute," was
Baby Sharnpoo 16 Or
named best pop vocal performance by a group.
100 Packets
In other major categories, it
Sale
Sale Yoyr Choice
seemed the main requirement
for winning a Grammy was to
Clairol
have won one before.
Earth, Wincrir Fire, which
Antacid Tablets
already had three Grammy's
Invisable Hair Net
to its credit, nearly swept the
150 Tablets
Regular, Soft, Unscented,
rhythm and blues category
Ultra Hold
with awards for best vocal
8 Or. VI-aerosol
performance by a group,
^VIA
"After the Love Has Gone"
and best instrumental
, "Boogie Wonderland."
"After the Love Has Gone"
Sale$1 59
also won a songwriting Grammy for non-group members
Vicks
David Foster, Jay Graydon
and Bill Champlin.
Billy Joel, a piano balladeer
Mouthwash and Gargle
Night Time Cold
who worked long years in
24 Oz. Bottle
near-anonymity until he hit
Medicine - A Oz. Bottle
the top with two Granunys
.
last year for "Just The Way
Ps
You Are," got two more this
year for his album, -52nd
Sale
Street" — album of the year
pervocal
pop
male
best
and
formance!
In probably the most
AlkaSeitzerPIU5
dramatic comeback of the
Liquid Disinfectant
night, Herb Alpert won his
first Grammy in 14 years for
Toilet Bowl Cleaner
Relieves congestion,
best pop instrumental perforRunny
Nose,
16 Oz.
mance with "Rise." He won
11 Headache, Feverish
five Grammys in 1965 and
00pk),.
• ,
Feeling .
196t.
Dionne Warwick, who last
1.1100,44.
• Tob31:ts$1
won a Grammy in 1970, was
• avOle
visibly moved as she claimed
a
m Sale
11•I,S
1111,
,a
•
her second Grammy of the
night on the two-hour national
Revlon
CBS telecast.
"Oh my dears, my dears:.
she said, wiping away tears as
Instantly
11
she clutched the VicEliminates
Shaving
trolashapect trophy for best
Shampoo
Cartridges
Static Cling
female pop vocal perforNormal to Dry, Oily,
mance, which she won for -111
9 plus, 2 free,
Tinted and Bleached
6 Oz. Aerosol Can
FLEX
Never Love this Way Again."
16 Or. Bottle
11 cartridges
Pittra
Earlier, she captured best
female rhythm and blues
female vocal Grammy for
•
Sale
•'Deja Vu.''
Sale
$1 59
Sale
was
Warwick
Miss
r
something of a surpnse winExtra
.
ner, her awards coming in two
which
in
categories
five
of the
Strength
superstar Donna Summer also
Moisturizing
had been noininated.
Beauty lotion
Miss Summer won one
Extra Pain Relief
Milk Chocolate
4 Oz. Bottle
Tablets
Grammy for best female rock
Without Aspirin
Caramel Cookie
vocal performance for her
60 Tablets
Pock of 3 Bars
_energetic,. rendition of
Stuff." But she lost to 'Gloria_
Gaynor in the new disco
category. Miss Gaynor won
Sole
Sale
for her feminist anthem,
Will Survive."
••••
Singer Rickie Lee Jones was
named best new artist.
"I'd thank my mother, my
1 2 Quart
record company, my lawyers
and accountants and you all,"
she said, casually dressed in a
leather jacket and her
60-75-100
Watt s
signature beret.
SYLVANIA
Bob Dylan,, looking unSot1 VVhde
Sale 2 Bulbs
characteristic in a tuxedo,
Bulbs
performed his born-again
Christian tune, "Gotta Serve
No 6835
Sale
Somebody," and went on to
win Grammy for best male
rock vocal performance. "I
West Bend
didn't expect to get it, I'd like
The Poppery Hot Air
to thank the Lord for it,"
Dylan said.
From Oven
More than 40 awards were
Makes 3 to 4 quarts of great
To Table
presented before the televised
tasting popcorn in about 4
Set of 2
the
butNational
portion of
minutes, with or without
No. P140
Academy of Recording Arts
ter.
No 5459
and Sciences ceremonies. Onf
ly 14 awards were to be handed out on-camera,leaving amSale
ple time for presentations and
Sale
performances.
Kenny Rogers, host of the
National Academy of RecorNorthern Fan Jet 1200 Watt
's
ding Arts and Sciences
Presto Full
Professional Blow
ceremony, carried off best
Fry Skillet
male country vocal performance Grammy for "The
Gambler."
fullsire convenience unique
1200 Watts, 3 Heats 1 Speeds.
Sole
versatility, features silverIn other country categories, '.
lightweight, Easy To Handle
stone premium non-stick surEmmylou Harris won a
Model 1881
foce inside and out, detaches
female vocalist Grammy for
for submersible clean-up
Girl,"
and
Kentucky
the
"Blue
No. 06521
Sole $2599
Charlie Daniels Band won
vocal
performance
group
No. 1967
Westclor
honors for "The Devil Went
Down to Georgia."
Class Time Electric
John Williams, who has
already six Grarnmys for his
motion picture and television
Recaptures school days,
special scores, won two more
nostplgic, bold full numeral
for the movie,"Superman."
face, sweep second hand
• --Nc,26261 -
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Sweet'N
Low

, Vaseline

- Intensive Care

74'

Rolaids

Final Net

Sale

/aids

Lavoris

NyQuil

rjijjtd

Sale $1

Alka-Seltzer
Plus Cold
N Medicine
I

$168

9

(old
Medicine

46

Sale

Static Guard

M
MAI
A

rif
Gas Savers nd Lower Car Prices

Gillette
Trac II

Flex

$196

$1 29

Oil of Olay

Tylenol

Brand New, 1980 Pontiac Sunbird

Air conditioning, power steering, radio, and more, highway
estimate 35 mpg.

$5490.00
Brand New, 1980 Pontiac Firebird
Air conditioning, power steering, automatic, and more, highway
estimate 27 mpg.

$6490.00
Brand New, 1980 Pontiac Bonneville
Brougham
Fully equipped, diesel engine, highway estimate 34 mpg.

Reduced
Brand New, 1980 Pontiac Phoenix
5 Door, air conditioning, automatic transmission, radio and
more. Highway Estimate 33 mpg.

$6995.00
Demonstration, 1980 Cadillac Sedan Deville
4,000 miles, fully equipped, diesel engine, highway estimate 28
mpg.

Reduced
Brand New, 1980 Olds Delta 88
4 door, diesel engine, highway estimate 34 mpg.

Reduced
Four Door Sedan, highway estimate 34 mpg.

Reduced
0th. Punka • Cadillac

•

Twix Cookie Bar

Sale

$1

$288

78

Pyrex

-

Utility
Covered
Casserole
Dish

*Ltd
4ke,
ri0

494

Sylvania
Soft White
Bulbs "

764

Corn Popper

$2367

Corningware Solos Side
Kick Dish

$367

Dryer

Brand New 1980 Olds Omega

PURDOM

LI

Lysol

58

Alletall

•
•

C77
„j

Sateseted Customers Are Our
Man Concern

....w.mrtr,1406 st!
.733-5311..

$988,

Wall Clock

Nevco
Whistling
Tea Kettle

•

Sole $377
The saying that truth 14
stranger than fiction first
appeared in Byron's poem
"Don Juan."
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Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept
.
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12 Foot Can Pole
Ideal Crappie Pole

HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY KY

ome items not exactl
sr.e A
/P

"It Floats"

M8 and 10 Feet

as •ictured

Crappie Rigs

Bed
Pillows
Odorless
Polyester
Non Allerger,i,
On Several Styles
Your Choice

"The Famous

Minnow Nets

Dutch Owen
Crappie Rigs"

7" Handle
4" Net

At Uncle Jeff's Discount Price

Only $499

2 Hook Rig

Ladies Fall and Winter

Boots
$200
Now

7

Purses
3
1/

%dr

Values to $2997

Many Styles,
Fabric, Colors

SAVE NOW

Plastic
FLoots

oz, 3 4 oz., 1 oz. sizes

From As
Low As

Life Jackets

Plastic

Minnow Bucket

Special Selection
Men's Insulated

Selected Styles
Ladies

Work
Boots
1/2

Slush Boots
1/A1

Vest Type

Holds Four Dozen

Just Received
Adjustable Sizes

Price

_ •
each
Mens High Back

Men's Fashion

Overalls

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

By Corhartt
Sizes 32-50
Reg. $24.99
'riced At Only

•

/ 1.

Super Specials From ..Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Sakrete

Electric Grinders
2 HP 10"
Reg. $165.00

% HP 8"
_Reg. $105.95

1 4000 Sol$899
SAVE $25.00 NOW

Colored

Clay Pots

Double Bit
Saucers
Axe
3-8 inches

SAVE $16.00 NOW

Reg. $17.95
$

9x12'
Blue
All
Weather

Tarp

6-12
Volt
100 Amp

Shop
Battery Charger

Req. S18.37
Sale

$1 337
Save SS 00

Sale

Sole

$

1 5000
Reg. $189.00

Strawberry
or
Hen and Chicken

Peat Pots

1
•
.
‘
SAVE $4.00

From

374
and up

Floor 111. •
Model Ito; •

Pots

12 Speed
58 Chuck

1-5 Gal.

$297

Reg. 5299.99

SAVE
$100.00

and up

SAVE $49.00

95

Bungle
Cords
9"-15"-22'-30'

Cumming
Industrial

ISO Lb.
1 N.P.

SAVE
$100.00

Electric
Compressor
_

Reg. $299.99

Cross Cut Saw

Reversible
Drill

Reg. $6.57
SAVE $1.60

6.2 amp
Reg. $59.95

SAVE
$10.00

$497

Sale$I 9999
5
555
.
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Bench
Model

Bench
Model

3 Speed
1 Chuck
Reg. $11999

12 Speed
5 8 Chuck
Reg 527Q 9L4

SAVE $30.00
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In Grand Jury Testimony

TVA Director Clement
Not Planning To Run
For Reelection To PSC

Hunt's Name Surfaces Again

KNOXVILLE, Tenn: (' API ed Clement to the TVA- board
- Tennessee Valley Authority. after he lost the 1978
Director Bob Clement says he Democratic nomination for
doesn't pier), ta run for re- governor. The appointment,
election to the Tennessee pushed by Sen. James Sasser,
Public Service Commission D-Tenn., was for the last two
but reserves the right to years of Bill Jenkins term
change his mind.
with TVA.
Clement said Wednesday he
Jenkins, whose nine-year
intends to serve the remaining term was to expire in May
15 months of his TVA term
1981, resigned in May 1978,
rather than signing up by the saying he felt frustrated at the
J unlit> qualifying deadline for priopectig tia,xing too little a
Tennessee's Aug. 7 primary voice once S. David Freeman
became TV A's chairman.
election.
'1 have no intention of seekOfficiaLs within TVA and
ing any other politieal office at state government in.
this time," Clement said. Nashville, where Clement's
"Naturally, I have had a lot of family lives, have hinted Cleencouragement to run for the ment is feeling the same pains
PSC, but as long as I feel that I Jenkins experienced.
•,
am contributing something
Since joining TVA in
useful, I have every intention
August. Clement repeatedly
of serving the remainder of has been voted down -by the
my very, very short term with TVA chairman and Director
TVA."
Richard M. Freeman on proClement, 36, made the com- posals to delay electric rate inments in response to specula- creases, cut budgets, put a
tion he may quit his $52,750 ceiling on the use of conTVA director's job to seek the sultants and stop bonuses for
Democratic nomination for TVA's top 150 executives.
Z.D. Atkins' Middle Tennessee
"I don't feel frustrated,"
seat on the PSC.
Clement said Wednesday,
A close confidant of Cle- "Naturally, I'm disappointed
ment, asking not to be named, in some votes that I have lost
said Wednesday he believes because I felt My arguments
the son of the late Tennesssee
were justified.
Gov. Frank Clement is conWhen I was on the NC,we
sidering a PSC race.
always allowed everyone to
Clement said speculation he
plead their case, and I felt I
might run for the PSC is likely
made a contribution there
due to statements from
because we saved consumers
Nashville businessman Joe
hundreds of millions of
CatT Jr. and PSC Counsel dollars."
Eugene Ward that they would
Clement held the East Tennot make the race if he does.
nessee seat on the PSC six
He said moving his voter
years, beginning in 1972. Keith
registration from Knox CounBisset of Oak Ridge was
ty to Davidson County last Ju- elected to a six-year term in
ly- was so 'he cinild. -Vote -in
that- seat in 1978. Thoi10-the
Nas1flIëitliiicipareleCtron --th fee ITSC—TeITS"- are-.
in August and had nothing to designated- for each of the
do with a possible PSC race.
state's three divisions, voting
President Carter appointedon_theraisstateuide
78,3=48(AID(AOC>INK

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) 'Tbe linfe - Ot- rcirtnet state
Democratic Party chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt Jr. has
-surfaced -again- in-testimony
given a special federal grand
jury investigating alleged corruption in state government.
One witness, 48-year-old
Oscar Hornsby of Somerset,
confirmed he was questioned
about Hunt Wednesday.
The session was the first
since Dec. 13. More witnesses
were expected to be called today.
-Hornsby said he has been
Pulaski County Democratic
chairman since 1973, adding
he was questioned about his
relationship in that capacity
with Hunt.
He described their relationship as "okay," adding, "Like
all other counties, we tried to
work together."
There were questions about
his role as a county chairman

and about hind-raising procedures, Hornsby said, but no
specific amounts of money
were mentioned and no name
but Hunt's was raised.
Also appearing from
Somerset was Rex T. Sharpe,
an independent insurance
agent and brother-in-law of
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
The federal panel previously heard testimony about state
insurance contracts awarded
during Ford's administration
as governor, but Sharpe would
say only he was there to
-verify" certain records.
Sharpe said he was appearing voluntarily and was not
subpoenaed. He declinedlo comment on
his testimony, but said,
"When it -comes to Wendell's
administration, you're not going to find anything illegal."
Sharpe said he received
"very little" state insurance
business during Ford's administration.
"The grand jury was sur-

prised at how little," he added. "Wendell wouldn't let
me."
'Sharpe said he recognized
three other insurance agents
outside the grand jury room,
but would not gree their
names.
Only one other insurance
agent was identified -- Eddie
Goias of Frarikfort, who would
not comment on his testimony.

"Make a wish on the moon Laura," is the mother's
request of her daughter in The Glass Menagerie. The play
opens tonight and runs through March 1 at the University
Theatre on the Murray State campus. Pictured are Cindy
Wyatt and Patty Jackson. Reservations may be made by
calling the theatre at 767-6797 any time day or evening.

NASHVILLE,Tenn. 4AP An amateur musician, determined to prevent a repeat of a
concert stampede that killed
11 persons in, Cincinnati, has
formed concert monitoring
organization.

Swede
Salvage:
of Murray$

am
wi
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am
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be
lit

Best time to buy
a 79 Scout!
Make your best deal
NOW-and get
4-wheel-drive traction.
plus.

cert by The Who. The 11 died
in a crush of young:people trying to enter the coliseum when
the doors opened.
"We're not trying to
capitalize on the tragedy," he
said.
'We want to study the laws
that exist and support the ones
that make concerts safe,''
Walters said. "We'd like to try.
to contact concert officials
where there are no laws, see
what steps can be taken, and
make a public denouncement
about the concert if
.t
necessary." alaion tennis pro at
a Nashville club, has mailed
brochures about the organization to 300 singers, composers,
Tint recotd COMpany person
nel,disc jockeys and others inleaved • in lhe oek "n`roll
business. They can join the
organization for $10 or $25.
Walters said a few have
joined, but would not name
them.
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FREE
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One Day Only
Saturday, March 1st
At The
A
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SHOPPE

SAVE

EMBER
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Over 1000 customers heated their homes with the most efficient wood burning stove and fireplace insert.

Their Utility Bill Was Cut Drastically
*90 Days Some As Cash With Approved Credit
*TVA Approved

6150 and-See-du,i.Display
Corn:
Olympic Plaza-Muiray, Ky.-7534150

WE BAKE OUR
BISC U ITS 9RESH
FROM SCRATCH
evEpy MORNING..THEN
WE FiLLTHEAA WITH _

Authority Refuses To
Renew Liquor License
For Studio 54
NEW YORK I AP) -- The
New York State Liquor
Authority, citing the activities
of two of Studio 54's owners,
has refused to renew the liquor license of the trendy
Manhattan nightspot.
The ruling Wednesday
means the disco will be prohibited from selling alcoholic
beverages as of March 1,
although it can remain open.
Attorneys for Studio 54 could
not be teached for comment
and employees at the club said
they were unaware of the ruling.
Lawrence J. Gedda,
spokesman for the fivemember authority, said the
action was taken following the
imprisonment of owners
Steven Rubel.' and Ian
Schrager.
The two teportedto fedeial . • authorities earlier this month.
"Itf:Y- eir
prison sentences. They were
sentenced and fined $20,000 .
each -after pleading guilty to
charges of evading corporate
and personal income taxes.

SAUSAGE, HAnn,
OR CHOPPED
BEEF STEAK
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Guitarist Bernard Walters
said Wednesday he founded
the International Rock 'n' Roll
Music Association last month
to promote the interests of
rock. 'n roll music and
monitor the „security of rock
concerts. The organization's
s
goal is "the preservation, promotion and _.prntection of one
_
larest segnienis-Of the
pear in Playboy's April edi-.
By NORM CLARKE
music industry," he
world's
tion.
Associated Press Writer
The fate of Miss Woolf and :said.
SAN DIEGO ( AP) - Lisa
Gage, a 22-year-oId in- nVaTters and an eightAnn Woolf, in hot water with
the Navy for posing nude in terior communications techni- member association staff are
cian, will be determiriedAy -cent:Kling itste lawmakers In
Playboy magazine, prefers
think of herself as ‘,'a good their respective commanding Ohio, Tennessee and other
sailor" who spruced up the officers, a Navy spokesman states tolsee what laws exist to
prevent tragedies like the one
said.
swabby's image.
Both are scheduled to be at Cincinnati's Riverfront Col-Before I joined up I
thought all women sailors promoted, but, because of the iseum last Dec. 3 before a conwere big, ugly and had hair on investigation, Miss Woolf said
their chests," said the 5-foot-2, she has been advised that her
110-pound Miss Woolf, a promotion has been-held up.
"They have to decide
machinist aboard the San
Samuel whether it's degrading to the
Diego-based
service," she said.
Gompers,a destroyer tender.
the
accepted
She
"Maybe this will show the
men that there are some pret- magazine's offer to be in the
ty women in the Navy," said pictorial layout after
Miss Woolf, who last year was answering a newspaper ad.
"I called my mom and dad
among the first women stabefore I posed and they said go
tioned aboard a Navy ship.
Because she and a friend, ahead. We were not raised to
Susan Gage, are among six be ashamed of our bodies,"
Hissportis racing.
military women featured in she said.
Nis
restaurantis Hardee's.
a. • -- p opir
next--month's Playboy; - the--Navy has ‘launehed an in- automatically think you are
vestigation that could cost some floozy or something?"
them their jobs.
asked Miss Woolf. "I didn't do
The controversy erupted it for dates. I have a steady
last week, forcing Bambi boyfriend and I love him very.
Lynn Finney, 22, out of the much. It was an exciting thing
Marine Corps on an early to do, an opportunity I would
never have again."
discharge.
"My boyfriend'S not too hapA total of six women
representing the Navy, Army, py about it," she added..
1! Air F'orce and Coast Guard apIn the magazine, the two
..41K.Aus.,_
,
)6111Klellk>200
women appear bottomless
aboard •a sailboat against' a
backdrop of Naval ships.
Another photograph shows
Miss Gage, of Lancaster,
Calif., on roller skates on the
Broadway Pier.
As a machinist, Miss Woolf
has two years left on a fouryear hitch.

Sailor In Hot Water
With Navy For Posing
Nude In Playboy
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Amateur Musician Forms
Monitoring Organization
meek

One of Wednesday's first
was Charles
witnesses
Lambert,former state deputy
finance commissioner Who.
was appointed to the state
Energy Regulatory Commission by former Gov. Julian
Carroll. Lambert also declined coinment to reporters.
Persons subpoenaed by a
grand jury are not necessarily
targets of its investigation.
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HEALTH
Questions about cancer

first
arles
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Lawrence L.Lamp,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - It is my
believe that individuals who
undemanding that every caneat a very bland diet that
cer more or less follows a cerdoesn't contain adequate bulk
tam pattern For example, in it may be more susceptible
breast cancer many times
to cancer of the colon. There's
moves to bone cancer. Could
also some evidence that eatyou please tell me what is the
ing a high fat diet may concause of cancer of the colon?
tribute to cancer of the colon.
DEAR READER- We realAlso there are some new studly don't know all the factors
ies that suggest that chlorothat cause cancers. Certain
phyl as found in leafy green
conditions are associated with
vegetables may help to proan increased likelihood of tect against cancer of the
having cancer. Some environ- colon.
mental factors increase the
There is enough circlimlikelihood a person will have stantial evidence for the pru10ihIPAA
.
ranee(_AL he's Ril/W
--dent person to eat a diet that
to begin with. Viruses have contains an adequate amount
been involved in producing of bulk, particularly cereal
some animal cancers but we fiber as in bran. The diet
don't have positive proof of should also include an adethis in humans. We know that quate amount of leafy vegetacertain chemicals and even bles and be moderately
the radiation from sunshine is restricted in fat content.
capable of inducing cancer.
I'm sending you The Health
It follows that I can't Letter number 14-8, Cancer! A
answer your question .about Fact Of Life. It will update
what causes cancer of the you on a lot of the common
colon. Cancers of the colon current knowledge about
and rectum are the second cancer. Other readers who
most common cause for can- want this issue can send 75
cer deaths in the United cents with a long, stamped,
States. Not nearly enough has self-addressed envelope for it.
been done to educate the pub- Send your request to me, in
lic on this problem and that's care of this newspaper, P.O.
one of the reasons these are. Box 1551, Radio City Station,
the second most common New York, NY 10019.
cause of cancer deaths.
The Health Letter I'm sendThere is some reason to ing you will also explain can-

cer spread. A cancer literally
drops off cells that are circulated to the rest of the body
Cancer of.the colon, for example, may drop off cells that
are tarried and lodged in the
liver. Breast cancer may have
cancer cells that are shed into
the lymphatic circulation and
carried to lymph nodes under
the arm. Circulation of blood
and lymph explains most of

the ways that cancer spreads
throughout the body.
A number of our major cancers can be prevented, such as
cancer of the lungs associated
with cigarette smoking. It's
possible that a number of the
cancers of the colon that you
asked about can be prevented.
On the bright side, a lot of
cancers that are detected early enough can be cured.

•Worronteed one coot
•Dries hard and smooth
•Soop and water clean up
•Easy to Apply
•Gal 550-6001 550-6019
550-6027

Ladies' Bridge, Luncheon
To Begin Club Activities
The 1980 activities at the
Murray Country Club will get
under way with ladies' bridge
and a luncheon Wednesday,
March 12.
The club's 1980 social
calendar, now at the printers',
is scheduled for delivery at the
end of this week and will be
distributed to the membership
through the office of J. H.
Shackelford, the club's
treasurer.
Hostesses for the March 12
bridge will be Eleanor

*NOTICE*
Kimball Music Center will have
pianos and organs on display at the
RV & Camper Show being held at
MSU Livestock and Exhibition Center Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Our Super Special Prices
Are Good During The R.V. &
Camper Show Only!
See Us
12-9 Fri. & 9-9 Sat.
or 1-5 Sun.

If you started out to be the
Man in control but wound
up with a mess of late season grasses, it's high time you
switched herbicides. To SurfIan,
the surface-applied saybean herbi- -crde -that-won't fizrte- out fate--irt the- game
when the going gets tough. Surflan works
the full soaso_n. Starts early. And stays on
the job 111 your beans are in the bin. And it's
from Elanco, the Treflae people. So with Surflan
you get dependability that runs in the family.
SURFLAN FACTS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE. Surflan stands
up to long periods of hot dry weather—two to three times longer
than the Country's leading surface-applied soybean herbicide.
Yet Surflan costs less per acre. Surflan controls abroad spectrum
of annual grasses and some broadleaf weeds. From planting time
clean through combining. Start to finish.

Duiguid and Mary Watson,
while Sheila Grogan is luncheon hostess. Assisting her
will be Marilyn Adkins, Vickie
Baker, Janice Howe, Jean
Carol Ridley, Sandy Brannon,
Janie Ryan, Vicki Miller,
Vicki Holton, Carla Reiroat,
Cathy Young, Sherilyn
Beiumer, Faye Austin, Judy
Fitts and Shirley Denham.
A men's stag night is
scheduled for the following
night, Thursday, March 13,
with Jim Clopton as the
chairman. Assisting him will
be Conrad Jones, Cecil Farris
and Henry Fulton.
The first club membership
social of the year, a weekly
affair
evening
Friday
throughout most of the club's
year, is scheduled for March
14, beginning at 5:30 p.m. at
the clubhouse.
An operational budget for
the year of 1980 and totaling
;112,500 was approved by the
board of directors at its
February meeting, and copies
of it will be distributed along
with the social calendar within
the immediate' -future, accoang to Gent Meet-AZ.1We,
the club president.

Buy the Best

Buy Skil

4" circular saw. Rugged 14 -HP, 10 amp in/
Skil 71
sulated motor. Most popular model in the Skilsaw
line of sows 314-3906

Soft Touch
Semi-Gloss
Enamel
•Guoronteed one coot
•Easy clean-up
•Easy to apply
•Dries hard and smooth
•Gol White or med tint base
549.6021 601-3

16-Ft.
Powerlock
Tape
Stanley tape features 16-ft. x
yellow blade power return with
positive lock on blade and belt
clip. 3021 169

%HAIM

Kraco Car
Tape Player
w/Speakers

3488

e-i- with surface-lincier'dash 8-track stereo-tape. playmount speakers. Compact size system comes complete with mounting hardware. 212-0202, 214-08307-

FROZEN VEGETABLES
KUTZEBUE, Alaska (W)
Brigham Young University
is lending a hand to the
Eskimos of Kutzebue in the
tundra regions not far from
Russia.
In an effort to help increase
production in family gardens,
fertilizer, irrigation equipment and know-how have been
brought into areas that
previously were dependent
upon hauling water by hand.

Deluxe mobile 40-channel CB with L.E.D. digital readout,
S/RF meter, PA, signal strength meter and squelch, 4watts output power 206-4004

Surflan takes the worry out
of weather. Waits all the
way up to 21 days for that
2 rain needed for activa1
first /
tion. And even if the weather
doesn't cooperate, a light tilling is
-So- wtvy get ---Stefttert
--tekes
surface:applied herbicide failure aftg—a- week's dry
spell? Go with Surflan. The full-season weather
beater. MORE SURFLAN FACTS THAT MAKE
A DIFFERENCE. Surflan stays put, won't leach
out—even if the rain needed to activate it is a
heavy downpour. Surflan waits for rain longer than the other
surface-applied herbicides. Surflan is there when you need it. E
For dependability that runs in the Elanco family, see your farm
chemical supplier or custom applicator who handles Surflan and
TrefIan. Ask for Surflan, in liquid or wettable powder. 0 Elanco
Products Company,.A Division of Eli Lilly and Company, IndianOohs. IN 46206, U.S.A.

SURFLAN
WORKS.
WET
OR DRY.

SURFLAN
WORKS.
START
FINIsitTo

RILL SEASON...
IYEATHEI SEATO!

FILL SEASON...
IVEATIEIIIEATEI
•

-

For best results, always read
and follow label directions.

1. THE MURRAY,
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Fox New President Of SECA
Virginia Gaines Fos, deputy
executive director of Kentucky Educational Television
and a public broadcaster for
the past 11 years, is the new
president of the Southern
Educational Communications
Association i SECA), William
S. Hart,chairman of the SECA
Board of Directors, announced today.
WICMS-FM, fine arts radio
from Murray State University, is a member of SECA,
and Bruce Smith, stition
manager, is on the SECA
board of directors. Ms. Fox
will attend the March 30
dedication of the new WKMS
transmi.w•ion system,of 10,000
watts.
SECA, the country's largest
regional public broadcasting
organization, serves more
than 150 public television and
public radio stations, most of
which are located in the
southern part of the United
States.

In addition to providing its
member stations with a large
selection of programming,
SECA
produces
and
distributes
William
F.
Buckley's popular public
affairs series, "Firing Line."
"We are fortunate to have
Ms. Fox as our new
president," said Hart. "Her
demonstrated administrative
abilities,
her
dynamic
leadership and her commitment to the goals of public
broadcasting will provide
SECA the kind of imaginative
and responsible direction
needed to meet the challenges
of the 80s.
We are especially pleased
to have a president with such
extensive- experience in
programming, in program
development, and in instructional television. For
years Ms. Fox has been
recognized as one of public
television's most important
spokesmen .for the in-

stitution's important role in
education. This hands-on
program experience will
for
invaluable
provide
SECA."
Ms. Fox earned the B.A.
degree at Morehead State
University and the M.S.
degree at the University of
Kentucky. She began herpublic television career in 1969
as an educational utilization
specialist for Kentucky
Educational Television.
She is a member of the
board of the National

1:I

2. Notice
Association of Educational
Broadcasters, a member of
the Learning - Advisory
Committee of the Public
Broadcasting Service, a
member of the Advisory
Committee for the Children's
Television Workshop's new
science series "3,2,1, contact," and a member of the
national advisory committee
on adult learning through
television of the American
Association of Community and
Junior Colleges.

Calloway County High
Honor Roll Released

-
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Hateys Comet
Wishes You
The Past
21st
Happy Birthday

HAPPY
3t.
IBIRTHDAY
LOTTI C.
$lt
lt
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RICHIE
11.
:41C•
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Bible Facts Free Store for the
Pedy 159-4600

NOTICE
NOW IVY NO
SILVER & &OLD

Thank you, Murray, for
making our business
successful.

Coals
Class Rungs
Sterling Silver (AN types/

CARTER STUDIO

.

753-8298

304 Mein

VERNONS
WESTERN STORE

WANT AD
The honor roll for the second Marcia Cunningham, Celisa
CLASSIFICATIONS
nine weeks at Calloway Curd, Dee Dee Darnell, Joyce
County High School has been Deering.
L.,ted here is a ready reference
'Ile roll quickly help you locate
released as follows:
Kim Erwin, Keith Ford+,
I he Jassitication you are looking
FRESHMENAngie Futrell, Gina Gargus,
to,
Carl Danny
Alton,
Vincent
Garland, David
1. Legal Notice
Anderson+, Cindy Bazzell, Garland, Laura Garland,
2. Notice
Tracey Beach, Douglas Christy Griggs, Jena Hoke+,
3. .T.ard of Thanks
4 In Mem.ory
Brown, Ronnie Bryan, Donna Tracie Housden, Kevin Jones,
5. Lost and Found
Coles, Sherry Coy, Karen
Lanessa Jones+, Aleah
6 Help Wanted
Dowdy, Anna Erwin,
Lamb, Danny Lamb+, Tana
.9. Situation Wanted
Nancy Fogle, Jeff Garrison, Lovett, Candy Maddox+,
5 Went in
10. Bus Opportunity
Answer to Wednesday Puzzle
11. Instructrons
6 Blemishes
Lauren Gilson, Raymond Marty McCuiston, Sheila
12..Insurance
7 God of love
Mike
Janie
Green,
Grady,
Olive,
Teresa Stuckey, Margie
LEE 1111010010 me
8 Plunge
13. For Sale or Trade
cal OM(a E eel Holloway, Vickie Houghton, Underhill, Freddie Vincent, - 11. Want To Buy
9 Printer's
ETTE Ce OCTMENI Dawn Hutchins, Mark Hutson, Kim Weatherford, Mary
15. Articles For Sale
measure
10 Disclose
- 16. Home Furnrsh±r_gi s
CnOCC CCO
Lisa Maddox,
Wyatt.
17 Yacuum Cleaners
11 Warm
ECTIC Der CAA(' Lisa McDonald, Shannon
11. Sewing Machines
13 Bores
CORA! CAC OMB McDougel, Alan Miller, Nancy
SENIORS19. Farm Equipment
16 Rattan
ME MOM MOO BD Miller, Jill Mitchell, Billy
Jamie Barnett, Sharon
20. Sports Equipment
19 Partners
ECM MO 0 i DIM Murray+, Dale Torsak, Paula Boggess, Cindy Brandon, 21. Monuments
20 Quaver
[[[M 01313 OCIIMC1 Underhill,
22. Musical
22 Document
Rick Wagoner, Melissa Brinkley+, Lori
23. Exterminating
MEM DM E El
23 Young salmBuchanan, Van Clark, Taman
Rema Peeler.
21. M,scellaneous
on: PI
"COMIC 013100013
Crouse, Regina Cunningham,
SOPHOMORES25. Business Services
25 Bundled
EEC MEMO 13 L 13
Carla Barnett. Randy Mary Elkins, Shirley Elkins,
26. Ti Radio
26 Lasso
[Cr El.0..0 RE] Bennett,
27. Mobile Home Sales
28 Growled
Teresa Hinkley, Cathy Duncan, Isaac Dunn,
28. Mob Home Rents
29 Antlered ant- 33 Grief
Kathy Erwin, Tim Feltner,
41 Amer
Jenise Boyd, Trisha Clark,
29. Heating-Cooling
mal
35 Redden
42 Large truck
Rolan Conoley, Robert Crick, Dale Finney, Tripp Furches,
30. Business Renta,
30 Time wasters 38 Employs
44 Near
Randy Dawson, Thomas Jack Gray, Martha Jo Anne
31. Want To Rent
31 Bristle
, 39 Man_ s nick - 46 Chinese
32. Apts For Rent
Dowdy+, Lynn Eldridge--, Green, Jane Greer, Rose
32 Gladdened
name
measure
33. Rooms for Rent'
Melissa Farris, Julie Herndon; Charles Holt, Joy
_
34-nowsersirs4W
e1sw,
--Ke
isha
Lassiter,
- Erargus-f-i -Beverly C.'Green,
_
35. FaLcus E or RentCindy Haws,
vin HopkiE,Aff1a Mannttig,
36. For Rent Or lease
Cathy Miller, Jackie Miller,
Bob Houghton, Sheila Irvin,
37. Livestock Supplres
14.11 15 16111 17
313 Pets-Suppiies
Tonya McCuistqn, Julie Melissa Miller+, Ricky
39, Pultry Su0OlveS
Miller, Stacey Miller, Keith
Miller, Dannetla Morris,
1071'roauCe
Gary MurdOct, Phillip Overby, Meleah Paschall,
41 Publit Sale
Renee
Pridemore,
Debra.
- Orr+, Dairell - Overby4-,
12. Home Loans
ll
261111 Ladonna
13. Real Estate
Lisa Pritchett, Rhonda Redden,
Overby,
N•il
44. Lots For Sale
28
Phillips+, Todd Rutherford, Barbara Robertson, Don
111
27111
45. Farms For Sale
Cindy Tucker, Jeanetta Rogers,
31
32 13
29 30111
16. Homes For Sale
Denise
Rose,
Todd
Joey
Underhill+, Jay Young,
17. Motorcvclis
36
34
18. Auto Services
Rutherford+, Dale Sheridan,
Zinkovich+.
35llll
19. Used Cars
se
37
39
Sandra Thompson, Teresa
JUNIORS50. Used Truck%
Leslie
Ricky Tucker, Anita Underhill,
Atkins,
41
Si Campers
42111 Barrow, Kathy Bynum, Cindy Mary Wagoner, Karon
52 Boats and Motors
as 46
Carson, Carita Chambers, Walker, Tovrnya West, Jen53 .,,rvices Offered
54 rTrade
Scott Coleman, Renate nifer Williams, Kim Willie.
4$
55.
And Seed
JUl11
+denotes all A's.
Collins, Ginger Compton,

Otyospic Pius
753-7113
NIGIttST PRICE MARKET
ALLOWS
Weekdays 9 m.o.- 9 p.m.;
p.m. We
Weems i
allow $25.00 to $1.00 in
merchandise (Excluding Sale
Merchandise V

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Scold
6 Hebrew testival
11 Marine snail
12 First reader
14 Lampieis
15 Corepany
17 Odin's
brother
18 Dab
19 Encounters
20 Beverage
21 Exists
22 Peels
23 English baby
carnage
24 Argued
26 Shore birds
27 Imitated
28 Female
29 Distance
units
31 Tangled •
.34 Ger:rrvan-rtver
-35-Whips
36 Behold,
37 Ancient
38 Extreme
39 Crony
40 Compass pt
place
42 Reject
43 Wipes out
45 Click beetle
47 Hiding place
48 Ate
DOWN
1 Fold •
'
2 Sword handle
3 Possessive
pronoun
4 Suffice

in
111111111111111111111 11111111111111111U

MIME MIME MINI
2' III killillINIIII 111111

lU

a

lUll44

lUll

56. I Column
57, Aa'
r t
,..

PEANUTS
NO, MAAM
DON'T KNOW THE
ANSWER EITHER

to-ty PONT WE i:OR6ET

IT LOOKS LIKE NiC)
ONE IN THE CLASS
KNOWS TE-IE ANSWER

NOTICE:
The City of Murray Sanitation
Dept pursuant to 45A 370 of
the Kentucky Model Procurement Code will accept sealed
bids for a used single axle
Nast truck,' specifications
available at 201 Andrus I/rive
Bids shall be delivered to the
-City Clerk's Office by 2 00
p.m. Fnday afternoon March
7th., and will be opened there
at 3.00 p.m. same day.

Free sample of Powdered Sunshine when you dry your
clothes at Wishy-Washy Laundry
and Dry Cleaners Bel-Air Shopping Center Offer good only
when attendant on duty 7594132
3. Card of Thank
,
-Cower aed-7--140xpi-s-fantrjy,7
-sore, its late, but you-know we w•
care We thank all of ow good
friends and neighbors Lord
help us to live in th,e Spirit tointy--snarerour-day-that
_ble_ssings with others Ttie
family
5. lost and round
LOST!
In the vicinity of Whitnell
Avenue A female kitten part
Siamese part Persian has blue
eyes Not wearing collar If
found please call 753-1916 or
7510806 Have grown very at-.
tachedl
Over $50 rewa. offered for the
return of a purse olen or lost
li-e-ar Woods Hall onN.campus.
Call 767-4352

SPECIAL

iT, AND SEND OUT
FOR APIZZA

6. Help-Winte-d-

Nucleic A Perm
Regular 530.00
This week S20.00

NANCY
UGH --THIS
STEW I MADE
5 AWFUL_

a, Feature Srul cat*

I'LL TAKE IT TO
THE SINK AND
DUMP rr INTO
THE GARBAGEDISPOSAL
UNIT ---

Inc

tr

Reflections
Styling
753-64135

IT REJECT'EP

Check

•

Your
Ad

.
"
0.•

•$
••
r FES 2E1'

BEETLE BAILEY'
WAIT, ZERO,
THEY WON'T
LIKE HAVING
STEW TWO
PAYS IN
A ROW

MENU

G

SOMETHi NG

ELSE

Advertisers are requested
to check the first insertion of ads for correc
tions This newspaper will
be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY AND
NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN
CASE OF AN ERROR

BLONDIE
t

WHATS YOUR
' 5EST BET POQTCOAYS
LUNCH"'
II"

?

FON SALE
COLT PTTNONS
$355.00

4" WO

"..
Ne

$340.00

Below Discount
Call Bogen
753-3301 after 5

00

Office Space for
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00
PHANTOM
ON THE NIGHT
OF THE FULL MOON
THE WAMBE5I
BROUGHT HERDS
TO OUR.
L AKE5HORE

WILL YOU
EXAMINE
THIS MAP,
PHANTOM e

%%%%%%% V

ER., WILL YOU*
PLEASE REPEAT
THE QUESTION 2

Cabinet maker temporary full
time position salary commensurate wilts experience. -Seeking an experienced qualified
cabinet maker to construct and
install cabinets and other wood
work in the University center
Must possess several years of
extfqiiericir-in -cfretif %abinet
making and the ability to work
from specifications and
blueprints Apply in person Personnel Office. 2nd floor
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University
Part time or full time If you
teach or sell or if you have a
sincere desire to do something
truely exceptional -With- your
life call(901)642-6/42
HELP
WANTED
Temporary Position in
Murray under Title V
Program as Bus Driver.
Must be over 55 and income of less than
$4,250 for 1 person
household and $5,625
for 2 person household.
Work 20 hours per,
week. Call 753-0929 if
interested.
Part time car hostess, nights.
Apply in person before 5 pm at
l & N Rootbeer.
Plant Engineering Assistant.
Division of major U.S. corporation requires a person with industrial and some drafting experience to assist. 7. plant
engineer and mamtenance
supervisor in day to day
maintenance operation and
project work. Please send
resume or letter stating
qualifications and salary requirement to: Ebonite Corp..
P.O. Box 746, Hopkinsville, KY
42240.

The County Clerk's Office wilt be open
urday, March 1, 1980 from 9 a.m.
til 4, p.m. fOr the sale of registration of
vehicle tags. Oidy the upper office war
Muct
:le. certificate of
be
'registration before applying for new
one. Deadline for registration is
Febr

29, 1980.

I 11- FOR RESULTS
6. Help Wanted

19. Farm Evipment

Person needed to clean cottages every Saturday kront
March through October at
small lakeside resort, 15 rafts
east of Murray on route 732
Good pay. pleasant Asegiung
conditions 436-541''

Want to buy used wagon or
-trarter Moe 492.-8376.

RN, full or part time. 3 to 11
11 to 7 shift, differential pay
Competitive salary and
benefits
Marshall County
Hospital, 1-527-8633
Suzuki Franchised
Dealer
needs experienced motorcycle
mechanic and a sales, parts
person capable of management. Call for qualrftcattoo and
interview (901)642-0511
9. Situation Wanted
Babysittmg in my home
daytime only. Have experience
and references 753-4632
Experienced mother would like
to keep children in her home
753-0553
Part time work desired Have •
25 years experience in all
phases of accounting including NCR machine and Burroughs computer bookkeeping
Mrs Dorothy Anderson 4365451
Will do housecleaning Phone
437-4/17
Will do odd lobs evening work
available 753-0510
1VVVaritio
-Buy
Cash for your used furniture
Will purchase by piece or
houseful] 753-4109
Want to buy Junk cars Call
414-8838 after 5 pm

54 Transport Auger one year
old Hutchinson 8 $1800
Call 435-4265. _
Vac Case tractor, $600 new
Wards one man post hold dig
gui and auger. $150, steel cat tle racks for long wheel base
Ford or Chevy, $50, three
bushel Sears spreader seeder
$50, two wheel trailer with 5
ft plywood sides $100 Call
437-4512
11111RDINGSH Save $$.
All Steel Clear span
buildings. 10'x48" x
f
$3,861.00*.
40's48s14
for
$4,491.00.40's72'si4°
for
$5,96S.00* 48s96' x 1 4'
for
$8,3119.00•Also
a
40's66's I 4' straight
wall "open' one side"
equipment building for
$5,235.00. . .only 2
left at this price. All
buildings F 0.13. Factory. Call 614 2942675 collect 9 a.m. to
630 p.m.

22. Phil-cal

HAMMOND ORGAN Excellent
conditioq Worth $600. will
take best otter Need to sell!
Call 753-0243
New and used Baldwin piano
,and organs. Lonardo Piano Co .
acarroisssINfrom the Post Office
Paris.
23. ExterminWng_.

silver
Buying
sterling
coins,
geld
sii••r,

iewelry.

7534837.°
Want to twy boat.traiier tor 14
Jon boat Cat1-7534302 after 5
Want to buy good- used baby
bed Call 753-2670

IS. Articles For Safe
Clearance salel Fireplace
enclos`ures with glass doors and
wire mesh draw screens, all
sizes and finishes while they
last $34 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
18. Home Furnishings
Bassett dining room suite,'6
chairs, table with leaf and hutch ,Call 759-4939 after 5 pm
For sale Couch and chair dark
green. like new condition, must
sell. Call 435-4593.
Frigidare refrigerator freezer
avacado side by side, good
condition Call 753-1893 or
-2529 after 6 pm
King .-te.,box springs and mattress. also bedspread Call after
5pm. 753-539 ,
Maple couch and chair, Call
75341799 after. 5 pm
New-- ---Gerfer-al
Electric
dishwasher. partible, brown
Call-after 5 pm, 753-9615
Valure hide-a-bed, like new.
$400 Call 753-2644 or 7538744
White electric range, good condition. $55.00 Call 492-8921
after 5 pm
11 foot Ford disc $600. Call
753-9908.
1975 Massey Furgerson 235
Like new Phone 492 8429
after 430 pm
1974 Massey Furgerson tractor
with 5 foot bushhog Call 753
2418

24. Miscellaneous
Camera Hasselblad 500 ELM
Bellows extension Call 4354134
Firewood for sale_ $25 rick
delivered 18 or 24 inches, Oak
and Hickory t489-2327
Oak firewooid 525 ,a rick
'delivered For more information
cal 492-8659- /302 Partible buildrng with
black shingle roof plywood
floor, and masonlle'sides Call
after 4 pm474-8800
_
_
Surplus uniform sale Ladies
red pantsuit uniforms new
still in packages, name brands
all sizes, priced from $8 $15
Some slightly used 43-$8 See
at Boston Tea Party
2“Vitidio
• RCA four hour video recorder.
excellent condition Call 7531370.
$1.7. Mobile-Home Sales
For sale 1971 12x55 two
bedroom, batti and hall mobile
home Can be letton one acre
lot rent free OWner, might
finance $4000 Call 753
,
7882
or (812) 283-6764
Must Sell 1971 12x60- mobile
me 2 bedroom, large.. lirrig _
'cTorn with fireplace Recently
remodeled Partially furnished
including washer and dryer
Reduced to $4995 Call 3548021

ti

i

P

1979 Victorian 1400 double
insulated, all electr central
air Phone 354-8669 or 354
8173

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

3
Si
1
3

105 N. 12th Street
1534080
emearew

SAVE$$$
Nicely decorated, well-cared for, up to the minute,3
Bdrm, 2 bath brick home in quiet, attractive
Camelot Sub. Div. Central gas heat with R-30,factor
insulation. Saves you money on heating and cooling.
Low county tax rate, but only vs mile to Murray. Offered at just 44,900. This is the one you've waited
for.

GATESBORO Alittaltoew 3 BR,.Zbatlis-this _breathtaking.home
looks to the future. Charming great room, beamed
teiliwt;,-cozy firepince. A dazzlimrisigrid kitchtff,
custom Cabinets. Econoni.
heat pump. -Courtyard entrance, beautifully landscaped. High 60's.
Audra Moody 753-9036
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
WarrEn Shropshire 753-8277 ReubEn Moody 753-9036
.B. Hook 753-2387
Homer Miller 753-751

1
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TADS BE TOUR

28. Mob. Home Rents 32. Apts. For Rent

41. Public Sale
43. Rial-Uate
_
49Jsears
53. Services Offered 5T.1emmes-Of-44i
For rent Two bedroom mobile -lice furnished one bedroom
Having
a
yard
sale
home, all -electric, central air ipartment Inquire 100 South
1918 Creedal, good gas Carpet.. cleaning.
Look us- over -before yene
Ira N & htpaintiag and w411_90pe_r_
Then pickup your free
and heat, couples only, no 13th Street Single orily.
around When you're ready to mileage /53-1150
estimates, satisfied refefences. ing 753-7337 or 0461 7
yard sale signs from
pets $50 deposit $150 per Two bedroom apartment
buy a home, you need a lot of 1971 Lincoln Continental Mark Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- Painting
tor
- Paper hanging Corn
the Gallery of Homes
month. Phone 153 2317
questions ettswOred Like what III Loaded with equipment. ing Can Lee s Carpet Cleaning mercial
rent Also a three bedroom
or residential -25 years
office on Highway 641
kind
financing
of
is best' new tires, in good condition 753 5827,,
apartment for rent Call /53experience Free estimate
N. in The Village ShopWhere are the schools? Shopp- Call 1-354-6217 after 4 pm
9240
between
8
5
and
pm
Concrete and block work Block 759-1987
Mobile homes for rent,
ping Center just
Centers'
ing
What
about
the
Monday through Friday
across from the
reasonable
paperwork that's usually involv- 1977 Lincoln Mark V. all op- garages. basements, driveways, Snow removal from driveways
rotes
walks patios, steps, free parking lots etc Also tractor
33.
Rooms for Rent
Boston Tea Party.
Riverio Courts, 641
ed" Get the lump on these and tains. Call 761-4167.
estimates Charles Barnett work
breaking
disking.
questions
other
calling
by
CenNorth, Murray, KY 753Furnished, one room one block
1974 Mustang Mark II. good 753-5476
JOHN SMITH
bushhogging blade work Call
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. condition, new tires, with air,
from MSU. kitchen, living
32110.
at 753-1492 We have just this power steering, power brakes Carpentry service Whatever 753-7400 from 8 til 5- after 5
room, and laundry facilities
your needs, old or new, quality pm 753-2632
kind of information that makes Call after 5 pm. 753-3722.
Boys only $55 pelt- tilayth Call
Call 753-0565
your house hunting easier..
Trailer tor rent in Hardin Call 759-4538
and money by leav.Sa
1979 Mustang Ghia: 6 cYlilter,
ing
431-4462. _
your
work
with us We take
Bob's
Call
Home
Improvement
fully
loaded, excellent condi-Room'let tent one block from45. Farms For Sale
Two bedroom furnished all University Call 759-49'09 or
lion. will take best offer, 759-. Home repairs. remodeling, con- in Dry Cleaning and Laundry at
For sale Approximately 32 1875
the lowest rates in town Wililytrete work. 753-4501:
electric trailer, $125 per mon- 153-1812
753-7411
Washy, Bel-Air Shopping
acres
of
farmland
in
th. $75 security deposit no 34. Houses
AROUND 1HE ( V j Those involved in the FBI sting better
Olds Vista Cruiser station- Driveways white rocked and Center 759-4132
For Rent
get Backusburg area. Call 489- 1969
pets Call 753-4808
graded
size
Any
white
rock
or
wagon $450 753-1449 after
their arithmetic straight by April 15th."
2195 after 5 pm.
Farm house located 10 miles
pea gravel one ton and up Tree trimming and removing
430 pm
29. Heating-Cooling
east of Murray Call 153-2480 Moving sale! 3 sets of matFor
Also light hauling
sale:
Clifford
Garrison 753-5429
38
Free
acre
farm
on
tresses and box springs. bed
Four stack 4,000 watt portible after 5 pm
Highway 1828. 20 acres good 1972 98 Olds, loaded, ex- Electrical
estimates 753-5476
43.
Real
Estate
Real
43.
Estate
frames,
couches,
easy
two
or
plumbing
repairs
electreheaters, $36.99 Wallin For rent 3
timber. 18 acres tillable land. cellent mechanically. Bought by the lob
bedroom brick chair, household items.
by the hour Well
,Hardware, Paris
PAINTING
Brick house with good well. new in Murray. Call 753-3672. pumps
home Call 753-4566 or /53- Wednesday, Thursday. and Frirepaired 474-2257
Residential, Farm
Phone
489-2720
or
1969
435-4268.
Pontiac wagon, extra
'8164. ask for Robert Wiggins
Purdom 8 Thurman
day. Feb 27, 28. 29, 9 til 5,
and Commercial
Guttering by Sears. Sears con
30. Business Rental
Spray, brush& roller
Three acres, prime building good condition. See 509 S tinous gutters
For rent Nice one bedroom fur- corner of old Murray-Benton •
Insurance 8
installed per
15 Yrs. Experience
11th.
Office space Suite of office nished apartment $125 Call Highway and Bee Creek Drive
site, fenced, septic tank and
your specifications. Call Sears
•
RALPH WORLEY
goal
Estate
space available for rent or /533949
well,
large
garden,
big trees,
•
43-.-Real Estate
BOYD-MAJORS
Pontiac Sunbird Sport Coupe, 753-2310 for free estimates. ,
Southside Court Square
:
436-2353
•
iease Includes both single and
tool
shed
with
security
light.
•
•
REAL ESTATE
Merray, Kentweby
double offices and conference Two bedroom house in Hardin,
Only 2',2 miles from Murray on 18 months old, excellent con- Having trouble getting those
•
STOUT REALTY, INC.
tsim
753-8080
room Close to court square Central gas heat air condition753-4451
jun"
blacktop. Serious inquiries on- dition, dark green with tan Lan- odd lobs done around the Wet basement? We make wet
111.• lasiors ewes MO To wry., 164
ed Also furnished or unfur753-4109
ly.
759-4683 after 1 pm. No dau top and interior, AM-FM house" For all your odd Job basements dry, work completemimeos
born•
sot
sellers
Pride:woad
Services
nished mobile home Call 52/ly guarenteed Call or write
radio B-track. Reduced from needs call 753-8056
realtors.
With
The
Friendly
Touch"
31. Want To Rent
7516
FARMS HOMES
Morgan Construction Co.
original price will take best ofThis is it! Nice 2 bedroom
BUSINESSES
Three or four stall shop Two bedroom house for rent in
fer. Call 753-8847 after 5 pm. Home remodeling and repairs. Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
acres of extra good 46. Homes For Sale
A-FRAME
on
home
15
quality
work
at
lowest rate in KY 42001. Of call day or night
Mt AND RECREATIONAL
building in or around Murray Hardin Extra nice Call 431,farmland, good out-buddings Nearing completion, 4 1975 Plymouth Duster. 6 town Nickels
DELIGHT
& Pennies.
PROPERTY
Also 3 bedroom house in coun- 4462
and lots of highway frontage bedroom house in Canterbury. cylinder, 41,000 actual miles General Contractors, 759-4132 1-442-7026.
Cypress Springs - New
Listings needed' ((ifice>
ty. Call 436-2548 after 9 am
Custom
home
town.
Spann
with
North
of
all extras. $2000. Call 7538451 after 4 or 753-4109
Realty
and lovely - secluded 2
Will do hauling of any kind
Three'bedroom one bath brick
Coast to Coast Buyers from
Price negotiable. Call 153- pm.
Associates. 753-7724 .
bedroom lake home on
492-8700
month
monone
house
$300/
Everywhere
'Free
Catogloy
Insulation blown in by Sears,
32. Apts. For Rent
tree-studded lot. ElecWe're sold on your house 3903.
ths rent in advance plus $200
1976 Trans Am. fully loaded, save on these high heating and Will haul driveway white rock
Strout Reahy
Duplex:* large two bedroom security deposit Call Mr.
tric heat, carpeting,
47.
Motorcycl
before we sell it,..Our theory is
es
excellent condition. Call 753- cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- and Ag lime, also have any type
h.i 11••••• Mellor
central gas heat and air No Wilder, 753-3231
air conditioner, range,
simple. We take the time to 1976 CB 750 Honda.
1917 Cadmot,Id
of brown or white pea gravel
7853.
2310. for free estimates.
New
Alet,•1
pets Westwood Call 153-4418,
refrigerator. It is not
753 01$1
know your house, price it cor- Harley wheel, tires, custom
Also do backhoe work. Cali
36. For Rent Or Lease
Licensed electrician, prompt, Roger _Hodson, 753-4545' or
after 5 pm 759-4478
rectly. and discover it's distinc- seat. chain, and battery. Im- 50. Used Trucks
to early to be thinking
efficient service. Call Ernest 753-6763.
Brand
new
2
bedroom
home
1979
Because
feature's.
tive
we're
C15
Renegade
spring
the
and
about
753-3938
apartment,
Furnished
near
maculate condition. $1300
White, 753-0605.
with cedar siding, baseboard • carefree days on the
sold on it, it's much easier to firm, 395.-7857.
downtown Murray Call 753- 1:Mliii
1978 Chevrolet Big 10 pickup,
Wdl do plumbing and heating
heat,
kitchen
with
all
,apthe
find
buyers
right
and
close
Licinsed
Electrician and gas in- repairs and remodeling around
over
one
this
look
lake
4109
Warehouse
1975 Honda MR 175, also 78 4-speed transmission, positive stallation,
pliances, concrete driveway,
sale.
even
we
Then
save
the
you
heating
installation the home. Call 753-2211 or
for only 121,000.
traction differential. New rear
tuntshed-ent-bedreem apart
_
torage Specs outside - storage -Gall Nikon
.
time_aiter ..the sale. by helping Yamaha, 650 sp. Both ex- 6-ply Riggs.
and repair's. Gall 753-7203.
41,000
miles.
ment ifmmerotaw Apartments
/53-900.
cellent
condition.
753-6863.&--Thorman --Real•-E-state, -15,3-w .4ime7con5uming,...Aaperi,
UILDTNG SITE
For
Perfect -ocurtirtaan: $3-1-54., Call- Mobile--home andwroots
South 16th 753-6609
4451 or Susy Wells 753-1585:'
spenmatter
of
work.
It's
a
all
48.
Auto.
Services
2/
1
2 acres m/1 located
753-4828.
sealed, and underpinning. For the best in Pledifing
753-47S8
For rent Newly decorated one
ding our time wisely so it Truckload
On 121 S. appr. 1/3 mile
tire
Photography
sale!
Truck
book
tires
1910
F-250
Ford pickup truck. Aluminum or fiberglass. Also
doesn't waste yours. This is just highway
bedroom apartment, furnished
S.E. of Clarks River
tread. 700x15-, 6 ply: $600. Call 753-4652 between patio awnings and carports, early.
another
reason
should
call
you
ou-unfurrashe4Strout
Single t°, double. Jack Glover,
bridge.' 167' of
Ceiotkrix .241 ___ _Loretta Jobs. $31.84 plus $2.96 FET: 8 and 4:30.
furntshed 1414 Vole St
CARTER STUDIO
- Ro753-1&73 after 6 pm.
• hway frontage:TV__ iRealtors 'today at 755:1419T..1i7-8x1..V.
One bred YorkShire sow. 75
1,36.5.4T144-401-Noriamake,iyeweiwt
available.
Mein
304
water
753-829a
ty
Five room apartment $175 per 9681
We're the Neighborhood Pro=
Wallinicku
p p. Silverado, low mileage, Need work on your
plus
68
$43
$3.80
FET.
SIM SPKLAII
Priced at $10,500trees?
Toppmonth, plus deposit Cal) 753- 38. Pets-Supplies
fessionals.
loaded. Call 753-8681 or 753- ing, pruning, shaping,
RIR CATALOG
Hardware, Paris.
com- 55. Feed And Seed
5447 after 5 pm
4699.
STORAGE WAMENOUSE
A A A dog grooming, 12 years
plete removal; and more. Call
753-8080
MKNEUN
Living room bedroom combina- experience. $10 Call Goldie No, 102 Property is zoned inMKRIELIN
For sale: 197.0 model Chevrolet. BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for Hay for sale. 753-3634.
dustrial and there is a -good
tion large kitchen Irtially Brown Lynn Grove. 435-4579
CARROLL
more professional tree care. Kobe lap seed. 99%"purity.
753-1631.
1209 sq ft bldg. and o 600
furnished All utilities paid
Call
753-8536.
Century
Loretta
TIRE
Jobs
21.
94% germination. 498-8725.
Advanced
Basic
and
dog
sq.
ft.
obebldg.
For
Property
sale:
1979
could
of ALTO
be
Chevy luv, ex$100 per month Small deposit
Realtors about our VIP Referral
SERVICE
dience classes and private in- used for light industry, fronts
cellent
condition,
low
mileage.
required 753-3132
56.
Free Column
753-1222
Service.. because changing
structions Also tracking and paved street. only two blocks
YOUR CAR AND
still -under warranty. Phone I Will haul driveway
Nice unfurnished 2 bedroom protection Itaining All breeds from town center. 524,900 to
Free puppies, 8 weeks old, one
homes is enough trauma by
white rock and ag
753-5078 after 6 pm.
LIGHT TRUCK
duplex. close to MSU Call 153- and ages from 2 months-up
own.
itself. In a word it's called adleft. Part Collie, part German
lime.
have
Also
washTIRE
DEALER
EXCELLENT
4126 after 4 30 pm
justment. Moving from home to
Shepherd. Call 436-2507 after
Professional instructor, 436ed gravel.
1970 Ford pickup, good condi1105 POGUE
VERY NICE
LOCATION
home and neighborhood to
5:30 pm.
New 2 bedroom duplex for 2858
489-2374
tion. very good body. 753-9523.
OLDER HOME
753-1489
Is what we have in this
nieghborhood.
rent, located in Westwood Sub- Peek-A-Poo puppies, $50 Call No 105 Nice trees in tr4
Part Austrailian puppies. free!
RONNIE
PEA
located
shop
4-bay
your
1977
home,
Jeep
Honcho,
we
tilt.
MICNEUN
cruise,
MICHELIN
division 753-0915
frame home has been rec
498-83/6.
753-1711 after 4 30 pm
ell
"
.14.411.
1
L
e 'iPsevrp
AM-FM stereo levi inside Will
North in Stadium View
knowing the
on inside and offers 2i
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite sell
New duplex, 2 bedroom all ap- Sherri's Soap & Shape_104 N refinished
neighborhood that awaits you
or trade. Calf 75-3134
Subdivision. Approxbedrooms, bath, kitchen wish!
snow
tires
with
studs,
mounted
pliances, central vacuum 13th. phone 753-0556. Tues- range window air conditioner' elsewhere. The schools, parks.
anytime.
imately 1600 sq. ft.
on wheels. Will .I4t Chevrolet
system located in Northwood day through Friday, 9 til 5, unit electric baseboard hear
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
shopping facilities. Now for the
with equipped office, ' Camaro, P168-69 Chevrolet.
Subdivision in back of AMC , Saturday 9 til 12 noon. All some insulation, carpet, city
ingenious part...VIP Referral
two restrooms, paint
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759.1176
FOR
Size G 78x14. $90. Call 753dealer on 641 North. - 753- breed dog grooming, profe. water 2 porches, utility room
may also find a buyer for your
room, and . lots of
2796.
corner lot 2 blocks from stores
day
or night.
SALE
-StoriatfrVained-g uu 11 Aftei
present home frsim.asother
equipment .to remain
own for $27,500
19-70 imernat
Tw15-p-att
-GITETtrrart
snow
tat
ty, then help that family adjust
phone 437-4311
with sale. Located on
pickup truck, good con_
One bedroom. adiwoing
tires on Chevrolet rims $30 a
to your neighborhood. Sound
large lot. Call today
QUIET SMING,
dition. Price 5550.00.
sity, voter furnished $130 41.-Public Sale
pair
Call
753-7242
familiar?
the
it's
same
thing
LARGE GARDEN
and put in your offer at
Phone 759-1681,
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
1303 Chestnut Phone 753- Garage sale! Thursday through, No. 118-Acre. Near. Wier
we do for you someplace else
49.
Used
Cars
Kopperud Realty, 753209 Wallow. Street
Saturday. Household items:- home is 6 miles from town, inno
3134
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor1222. We are Members - .1912 4-door, ps, pb, air, Buick 51.-Campers
lir
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
mation on this service.
Small apartment for rent, par- dishwasher, kitchen cabinets: quiet setting, residential neighof Multiple Listing
LeSabra. $700. Call 753-7509. For sale: 24'
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
lake.'HanSaturday 7:30 ti I 5:00
tially furnished, private en- 10-speed bike, bath tub and borhood, 2 mile ifrom
1975
Blazon
Service.
i stories, 8 Easy living is offered in this
dy to store,
of
1975 Buick LeSabre with 78 camper. self-contained, in A-1
trance. 3 blocks from sink, boys clothes, leans and rooms
and both for your living
suites
tops.
14-16,
sizes
girl's
deluxe
brick
home
HAIRCUT
$1.25
in
Cantermotor.
AM-FM
condition,
tape,
tilt.
PRICE SHAVE 75'
extra
and
wide bedding.
downtown Call 753-0848
ENERGY
• Nowa°, A rlo,.•Le Co1ls pleose Cd11 "5",
sizes 3 and pre-teens, also comfort, includes 3 or 4 bury. 3 bedrooms, 2L2 baths,
d ••
air,
$1400.
Ben
See
Also
Nix,
arum
piece
a
7
753-3785
after
6
bedrooms,
15)(18 living room, Three bedroom duplex with kit- ladies and mens clothing:
EFFICIENT HOME
has
family
room
with
L
large
for
set
sale.
pm
$225.
753Call
chen appliances furnished. miscellaneous Take 94 East fireplace, elec. heat. and brick fireplace and many exInspect this
3
8127.
1977 25 foot Holiday Rambler,
central heat and air with heat from Murray. first blacktop comm water Attached single
***************
bedroom, 2 bath brick
ras.
such
as,
compactors,
ingomge. 528.500. Make a
ChevroletIm
pala.oor
-jump Totaled id "city
_home_yvith
central
ld left.' f0tICAO
--Warm
gas
--central vacaurn, -dapyours
tap. _good_ work.car_153- _equintc.L2tit.f.2 le.411
Call 753-7947
753-4095.
ble garage A truely distinctive.
heat. Insulation at R8.98-741
.
1978
2330, Paducah.
home. Call for an appointment,
A LOT OF FURNISHINGS
19, total utility bills
INCLUDED
Spann Realty Associates, 7531974 Comet, 6 cylinder.
average $70 month.
•
k MIAL
No. 124-23 acre Mt. 12x65
7724
$1400 Good condition. Call
Sliding glass doors
neOr..•.•100
FOR SALE
mobile home in excellent•cond
759-4610
•
- Saturday, March Tat, 10:00 A.M.
open from family
36" topper for short
comes with beds, chairs
room
South
with
A
r
_
side
LOCATION:
Dever, Tn. at the Stewart-Comity Ag.
wheel base pickup.
tables, ronge, refrigerator
1968 Chevy Impala 327, new
into a patio. Large eatA,
. Center, I mile from Court Noose on Hwy. 49.
washer, dryer, freezer, fronklir
$125, call 753-5322
tires and muffler $400 Call
fireplace, couch, etc.
I&
This is our annual sale. This promises to be the
in kitchen and attracATTENTION MR. FARMER AND MR. DEALER
after 4 p.m.
437-4512
bedrooms, living room 12x17
• best with the cleanest Sat of equipment we've
tive decor throughout.
COMING YOUR WAY
1973 Chevy Vega, fair condi14x20 den, attached 24x26
hod.
753-1222
Home located at 1709
tion, make offer Call 767-4780 See the new Prowler trailers for 4, ALREADY
THE 5TH ANNUAL GIGANTIC
garage, utility room, tool shed
CONSIGNED: 130 1H tractor 8
Immediate
Melrose.
corron
12:30
woter,
after
central
pm
heat
1980 - Also many good used" fr cultivator,
•
CONSIGNMENT FARM
140 IH w/cult., plows. blades 8 disk„
possession at 157,900.
air, basement. Beautiful lawn
1973 Ford Torino, excellent trailers. Arrowhead Camper 5 165 MF Diesel, extra clean, 1-135 MF, diesel, For-51'
JUST WHAT YOU'VE
MACHINERY AUCTION
Phone Kopperud Realand shrubs. enhance setting
condition.
Power steering. Sales, Highway 80 East, * mall cub tractor; 1 yr. old, wault. 8 plow, Cub
BEEN
SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1930
LOOKING
grade school is in sight, elec
moo A.M.. Rat or Silo,
ty, 753-1222, or stop by
Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
brakes,
$700.
air.
wibelly mower, 850 Ford 8 front end loader, 2 767-4052.
FOR
garage door openerdiust another
our conveniently
At The Fairgreaads MayfieW, Ky. 1
Air
Red
belly Fords, Sup C Formall, 800 series Ford
of the fine features. 524,500
Boats
52.
Small farm just
and
Motors
1976 Grand Prix, lots of extras.
located office at 7,11
Come see, come buy
If you have moclunery for sole or if you ore in need of some good used
minutes from Murray.
$2500 Call 753-6246 or 753- Reward! for information * tractor, 3 Pt. disk, wheel 8 drag disk, 3 Pt. plows,
Main.
mochinery, then mark your calender now and plon to attend this aucin Southwest School
Strout Realty
7889
leading to recovery of Jon boat, • 3 cultipackers 2-8 ft. E.Z. flows, 1 -Form trailer
tion
- wagon. 1-3 Pt. post hole digger, 2-Grain drills, 1 Offices Coest-to-Coest
District. 3 Bedroom, 2
motor and trailer stolen
Already consigned is a good selection of
ford rotary hoe, 1-3 Pt. 4-14" J.D. plow, 1-493
Buyers from Everywhere
bath
brick
home
with
February
19th.
Boat.
Polar
14'
good clean late model tractors, plows, discs
IA,
J. D. 4 row planter winew boxes, 1-7 Ft. Offset
listings Ploioded
-.fireplace,
located on
Kraft, Serial number CF 1444,
cultivators. planters and field equipment
),,et •en.,Oro&
Fard Rd. Can sell
Also a good selection of grain trucks, comKY. Reg. 6815 Z. Motor. 1969 'I., disk, 1 -New Idea one row picker, 2-Self ropelled
• 753 0166
1917Cold.oftr Rd
bines, hay and stage equipment, plus some
Mercury, ,serial number le combines. Logging Equip.: 540 A John Deere Skidhouse and 531
/
2 acres
AT•orroy iv 42071
light industrigl equipment
hr
1573371. 35 hp. Trailer: * der, 1-42 Flat truck trailer. Rotary cutters tow 8
house and 10 acres!
Soles
The auction company will have a represen
c..
11•36.„1,
‘
36_272357T
Moody, 14'. 1976. Call Bob ;1_ 3--pt., grader blades. Repossessed Items, Being
436
Financing available to
Ion
or TM by bank regardless of price, 2 pickup trucks, 2
totive on the grounds Thursday and Friday
Anderson at 436-5457.
One single wide trailer (presently
qualified buyer or will
(6,A4 SAuffet•
prior to the auction to unload and check in
cars, 1 motorcycle, 1 boat, motor 8 trailer, 1
0•7•611,11•196,
753
3-4
7"
715 1
consider trade for
being used as Clinic Pharmacy). One
your machinery
53. Services Offered
alum° croft, 18 h. p. Johnson 8 trailer. Specials:
Thomas Meo•doo
.
75341174
house
in city. Phone
Consign your surplus machinery to this
double wide trailer presently being
1978 4x4 Chevy, 24,000 miles. 1 1977 Chevy
AA-1W TYPES home remodelsole.
A good place for buyer and seller to,
Kopperud Realty, 753van, 35,000 miles, nice, 1 1974 Co. 750 Ford
used as Doctor's Office). Can be seen
Retirement
ing
home
and
5
with
maintenanc
income
e.
meet I
1222, for all your Real
at Cherry Corner. This cozy 2
"References. Guaranteed.aaork. 14, w/27 ft. roll bad( bed, 1 1 976 Monte Coro Chevy.
at 5th and Walnut or call 753-9621 for
Estate
dokek or IIIIProvoll
needs.
""1 Mis.
gas generator, chain saws, tillers,
bedrboar home with fireplace
Free estimates. Call 753-8948 .,
more information.
chuck-a..,
junk Jeep 8 Volkswagen, lawn equipment, litany,
lays on •1-lit acres with fruit
Or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
CENTSABLE HOME
many items not mentioned.
trees, berries, and good garden
Cart cleaning, at reasonable ▪
twig" Me doing lesissas with meal
Economic, roomy
Attention: all items must be paid for on sale
Includes
spot.
'rented
mobile
the entions leading Form Mochinery Aes- ,
Caredefiicie nt4ser
vratees
89:
Carpet.pursotmptan
home with beige coldote. Soles fax will be charged unless sales tax
home
and
extra
mobile
home
*aeon.
vice. Custom
*jt- number is presented on sole date. (Note, Checks
ored vinyl siding
space. Reduced to $25.000.
2774.
WE WELCOME TOO AS A MIR, SELLER OR VISITOR
• will be accepted with Proper 1.0. and letter of bank
Saturday,
March
aluminum eaves, and
1st, 10 a.m., 7 miles East of Murray
Spann Realty Assocrres, 753For further information concerning the auction
reference
Carpentery. Quality workmanbetween Old Potter-town and Wildcat Creek on 280.
new roof. You can
contact:
- 7724.
ship. New or repair Hawley
really be an energy
Nice stainless steel restaurant equipment, sporting
Bbcy, 492-8120.
equipmmte. and fishing tackle. For more inforniation
_fighter... because _the
Ainley
The Auctioneer
central gas heat has a
call
Reafty Sales
FANCY FAR*,
new wood furnace as
an.1111111411T NWT
justom grading and (502)623-8466 or(502)623-6939
Office I Mile From Dover on Nary. 79.
en auxiliary to the
" ALK,Ionrm 111•611o.
* gravel hauling. For free
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES
232-5150 - 232 6221
main system. -Price
*
Ph (907147t 2:76 or 479 7713
estimates call 753
Auctionlor: Ed "Bogie" Bogard, Lk. 548
Servic
e
ALL REAL ESTATE AUCTIONS HELD JOINTLY ''ITN
only
$31,900.
Kopperud
BOYD MAJORS
South fultAn 1.nn
6472 or 489 2372.
Realty,711 Main,
"Sell the Quck Way"
REAL ESTATE
435-4128, Lynn Greve
****************
in. dr•• •

f

25 rick
hes, Oak
a rick
• matron
ng with
Plywood
• •s Call
Ladies
S new
brands
$8 $15
$8 See

ecorder,
.11 753

Sales
55 two
mobile
one acre
might
511882
mobile
e I nogg
•ecently
rnished
dryer '
.11 354
double
central
or 354
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USED TRAILERS
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THE NEWS IN BRIEF

Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Friday At
Local Chapel For
Mrs. Opal Hurt

Mrs. Williams Dies
At Hospital; Rites
To Be Here Friday

INTERNATIONAL
told reporters Wednesday It
BOGOTA,Colombia AP)- would take at least that long
Leftist guerrillas holding the for the new Iranian ParliaAyatollah
U.S. ambassador to Colombia ment, which
and 59 other hostages in the Ruhollah Khomeini said would
Mrs. Dorothy Schultz Dominican Embassy gave the decide the fate of the hostages,
ihi funeral of Mrs. Opal
Hurt, Kirksey Route 1. widow Williams,formerly of Murray, Colombian government until to get organized and come to a
of Hal M. Hurt, will be held died Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the 10 p.m. to meet their demands decision. _
it the St.- -MOM-as Hospital, for $50 million and the release
-Friday
NATIONAL
Churchill
Nashville, Tenn. She was 61 of more than 300 polilical
H.
J.
the
chapel. of
LOS ANGELES(AP)-The
Funeral Home with the Rev. years of age and the wife of prisoners.
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Paducah Woman
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Carter will make major
changes in his proposed $616
billion budget for fiscal year
1981. _

Experts Tentatively Say Pilot
Error Caused Jetliner Crash

"The pilot undershot the fast. I could not lift it up," he
By WILLIAM C. MANN
runway," Airport Director said.
Associated Press Writer
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Luis Tabuena said. -He
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Inmates Walk Away

Hog Market

See the price get smaller...INSTANTIY!

Come in and
Register

Police Arrest Two
On First-Degree
Forgery Charges

All Day Friday
for a

$50 Gift
Certificate
To Be Given
Away Friday
Afternoon*
You do not have
to be
present to win

Livestock Market

Stock Market

G.A.F.
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
/tartlets
Heublein
IBM.
Jerico

CHECK SPECIALS
Check the newspaper ads
and grocery handouts for
weekend specials around
which to plan your menus.
And when the price is riga,, r-mart __
buy in quantity for future use, Pennwalt
Oats _
especially canned and frozen Quaker
Texaco
and
storage
have
Wal-Mart
foods if you
Wendy's
freezer space.

971-Ls
No Trade
72 unc
50'1-'11
43
16/
20-'4 unc

1314-4
27i,, unc
10‘.4b, 210-sa

--_19.66-arre
31L2-4-'4
ZS.unc
41/-iiA-us
No Trade
10b. 10 Ava

75.00; heifers medium frame No. 1 620720 lb 7000-75.50:60 head 705-720 lb 75.50:
small frame No. 1 few 445-630 lb 60.0070.00; few 320-420 lb 72 00.41.50: stock
cows medium frame No. 1 650,950 lb 2-6
years 54.004100; medium and large
frame No. 2 750-975 lb 44 years.47.0°56.00.
Hogs 900; barrows and gilts 25 lower
1-2 215-235 lb 36.5436.80: 1 210-250 lb
nn
36.0046.50. 14- 224=11 -lb- 7C
sows steady; 1.2 -so•-po lb 32.00-33.00;
350400 lb 33.0434 00; 400500 lb 34.(9936.00; 500400 lb 36.00-38.04 few to 38 75:
boars over 300 lb 28.5431.20.
Sheep 25, untested.
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"Where You Save
Does Make A Difference"

SAVE INST 'FLY!
UP TO $100

Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates

30 Month Money
Market Certificate
March Rate — 12%

On 1980 RCA ColorTrak TV or SelectaVision VCR

Compounded Daily

Effective Annual Yield 13.629%
Great Color! Instant Savings!
Now on every new 1980 ColorTrok.

•

6 Month Money
Market Certificate

or

Now during RCA'. Inslons Sa.iings Days, you con
save $30 on 19.' and 25 diagonal table models
.("FD" models), $50 0,, TIGD700 series consoles,
SIO0 on the GD730
una $100 on the
G0760R.930R,980P or
Remote Control consoles
All feature ColarTrati';.8 1,,omotic systems that
get the color right

Save $100 on RCA 6-Hour SelectoVisiolt VCR and Color Cameras!
and
Turn your television into SelectoVis/on
save $100 INSTANTLY on VCR models
VDT600, VDT625 Also save $100 INSTANTLY
on RCA High-Performance Color Video
Cameros(CaiO3, C(004)

n
;r4i

13.629% Feb. 28 thru March 5
--$10,000 Minimum Deposit--Substantial Interest Penalty For Early Certificate Withdrawal—

7th and Main
753-7921

NM. WileM
11.6015

715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

i
•

Hurry! This is a limited time offer!
Stop by your participating RCA dealer today
fill out the Instant Savings Days Ceoficate and
save INSTANTLY on the 1980 RCA ColorTrak or
SelectoVision of your thoice
But act now
ends March 2

this Instant Savings Days offer

RCA

Federal Regulations prohibit compounding of interest on this type account

Murray
Murray
FSUC
South
Downtown
'Branch Hoakiniville _ Branch
Federal Savings & Lnan Assn.

-._------==z,

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

